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Everything in the universe is made up of varying amounts of the four elements: 
earth, fire, air and water. Habitat Design Studio has made use of this subtle 
alchemy to design a collection whose key theme is authenticity. Warm or cold, 
earthy or ethereal – each element is associated with a fundamental colour, which 
structures the palette of this new collection with its pure and bold lines. Deep red 
for earth, fierce yellow for fire, crystalline blue for water and pure white for air.

This season introduces new partnerships with great designers: Tina Frey, Noé 
Duchaufour-Lawrance and Eugeni Quitllet. Finally, year after year, we are 
delighted to open up our collections to new talents: Abdelkarim Antar, Thibault 
Pougeoise and Julie Figueroa Zafiro, the winners of the It-Design competition. 
Their creations, commanded by our panel of judges, could be produced thanks 
to crowdfunding in partnership with My Major Company.

Our catalog is an invitation to discover what inspires our guest designers ;  it 
also introduces some of our manufacturing techniques and takes you on the 
production journey, from the first sketch to the perfectly designed finished object. 
For more than 50 years now, we strive to offer you a simple, functional quailty 
design to make your daily life better.

Habitat also introduces the notion of “enjoying where you live” by presenting you 
with two different interiors:  an industrial-like New York loft and a wealthy last 
century house. Beautiful and functional interiors with a little extra something that 
won’t go unnoticed. Because enjoying where you live isn’t limited to the size of 
your space, discover 2 ways to set up your 24sq meter apartment under the roofs 
of Paris.

Habitat: Design has spirit!
Pierre Favresse,
Head of Design

Editorial
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This little space behind your front  
door sets the tone for the rest of  
your home’s decor.

By definition, it’s the first space you 
and your visitors see and it’s where your 
guests form their first impressions of your 
home. This thoroughfare sees the various 
daily comings and goings of your family. 
It should give a hint as to the rest of your 
interior and reflect your personality - but 
not too much. It should also personify 
the pleasure of coming home. To achieve 
this, it should have an optimal layout 
and be tidy and welcoming. 

Entrance

Hachylle Coat hanger - 807031
Habitat Design Studio
Solid walnut 
L.19 x W.10 x H.15 cm 
€ 29.00 

Hachylle Coat hanger - 807032
Habitat Design Studio
Solid walnut
L.19 x W.10 x H.50 cm 
€ 59.00 

Flap Wall clock - 968486
Aluminium, 1 x AA 1.5V battery + 
2 x 1.5V LR20 not supplied
L.30 x W.21 cm 
€ 159.00 

Leaf Low bookcase - 808070
Habitat Design Studio
Walnut veneer fibreboard
L.160 x W.30 x H.71,2 cm 
€ 699.00 

Iden Vase - 807125
Ceramic and leather 
D.15 x H.20 cm 
€ 45.00

Bobby Desk lamp - 807728
Metal, bulb not included, 
E14 9W class 2 
L.24 x W.12 x H.42 cm 
€ 29.90
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ON THE RIGHT 

Mallet-Stevens Lounge chair - 808059
Hollow tube made of epoxy lacquered 
steel and canvas
L.63 x H.91.6 x W.92.1 cm
€ 519.00 

Gaia Pendant lamp - 807724 
Habitat Design Studio
Steel, bulb not included, 
E27 25W class 2
D.48 x H.39.2 cm
€ 139.90

Trio Stackable tables - 908657
Oak veneer plywood
L.41.2 x W.56 x H.46 cm
€ 279.00

Iwi Vase - 807205
Stoneware
D.25 x H.28 cm
€ 49.90
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ON THE LEFT

Leaf High bookcase - 808089
Habitat Design Studio
Walnut veneer fibreboard
D.30 x W.100 x H.197 cm
€ 794.00

Leaf Low bookcase - 808070
Habitat Design Studio
Walnut veneer fibreboard
L.160 x W.30 x H.71.2 cm
€ 699.00

Leaf,
bookcase

The lightweight panels are shaped like  
the wings of an airplane and are slightly 
curved. This technique gives the Leaf 
bookcase a great visual elegance, while 
ensuring optimum strength and stability.
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Thinking about dressing up 
your hallway? 

Here is a new idea that will brighten up 
the walls of your entrance: use multiple 
coat racks and hooks and create a tree.

Both aesthetic and functionnal and shaped like 
the branches of a tree, the Twiggy hooks are ideal 
for this set-up. We mix and match different sizes 
for a fun and elegant look. We start by bringing 
the pieces together on the floor. Then we take 
pictures to get an idea of the overall look. Then, 
we just fix the hooks on the wall, starting with the 
trunk and then adding the branches from bottom 
to top. For a more dramatic effect, choose to paint 
the wall in a dense color to highlight the tree’s 
features. Here is a pretty and practical solution 
to hang our joyful mess!

Design tips

ON THE RIGHT  Twiggy Coat hanger - 900558 Design by Naoko Kanehira Solid oak D.9 x L.15 x H.21 cm € 29.00  .  Twiggy Coat hanger - 900559  
Design by Naoko Kanehira Solid oak D.11 x L.170 x H.68 cm € 59.00  .  Paul  Chair - 807034 Solid beech L.43,3 x W.41,5 x H.78 cm 
€ 99.00  .  Blyth Occasional table - 807022 Bamboo D.40 x H.53 cm € 119.00  .  Icône Shopping bag - 807669 Habitat Design Studio Cotton 
L.40 x W.35 cm € 7.90  .  Carole Stop door - 913586 Fabric L.45 x W.15 x H.30 cm € 29.50  .  Emilio Tools box - 916432  Wood and steel 
L.20 x W.10 x H.30 cm € 23.50
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Jerome Wall clock - 807216
Aluminium
D.33 cm
€ 39.50

Arabica Thermos - 807291
Polypropylene and glass
1 litre
€ 28.00

George Cutting board - 807417
Olive wood
L.38 x W.20 x H.2 cm
€ 37.00

Home Box - 807334
Habitat Design Studio
Porcelain
D.12 x H.12 cm
€ 9.80

Home Box - 807335
Habitat Design Studio
Porcelain
D.12 x H.9 cm
€ 8.80

Dill Vase – 915256
Mouth blown glass
D.14 x H.13 cm
€ 14.00

Iseo Expresso cup - 808419
Porcelain
L.11.8 x W.11.8 x H.6.5 cm
€ 5.50

In the past the kitchen was relegated 
to the task of preparing meals but 
this has all changed and the kitchen 
has become a favourite living space.

It’s where we cook, eat, squabble and 
set the world to rights. And because
we spend so much time here, it’s 
important to get the decor just right. 
Especially given our new lifestyles: dishes 
are no longer hidden away but can be 
glimpsed through a glazed sideboard 
or are arranged on a bookshelf. Storage 
bottles with graphic designs are grouped 
together on work surfaces. Stainless 
steel, cast iron and wooden cooking 
utensils are also on display to add to 
the atmosphere and create the perfect 
combination of style and functionality 
that was so important to Habitat’s founder  
home.

Kitchen



Photographic II Pendant lamp - 911974
Design by Alex Dreyer
Epoxy lacquered aluminium, metal base,
bulb not supplied, E27 60W = CFL 9W 
class 2, 220/240V
D.54 x H.54 cm
€ 180.00
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ON THE RIGHT

Ikenna Side board - 807047
Design by Pierre Favresse
Oak veneer particleboard, 
lacquered melamine particleboard,
steel base and handles
L.130 x W.42 x H.180 cm
€ 1499.00

Bet Chair - 807015
Tinted solid ash with 
cotton cover 
L.41 x W.42 x H.84 cm
€ 185.00

Index Set of 38 cockery pieces - 807429 Porcelain € 125.00  .  Arabica Thermo jug - 807292 Polypropylene and glass 1 litre € 28.00  .  Pendel 
Electric attachment - 909501 Red braided electrical cable, bulb not included, E27 60W = CFL 15W class 1 D.4 x L.10 x H.120 cm € 12.50
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Olive wood confection, 
an artisanal know-how.

Habitat has teamed up with a Tunisian 
manufacturer supported by the UNIDO 
(United Nations Industrial Development 
Organisation) for its collection of olive 
wood utensils. They are made by 
craftsmen from Sidi-Bouzid as part 
of a corporate citizenship initiative.

dinnerware
George

George Cutting board - 807416 Olive wood L.49 x W.13 x H.2 cm € 39.00  .  George Serving bowl - 807415 Olive wood D.12 x H.8 cm 
€ 29.00  .  Parnasse Coffee cup - 917667 Porcelain D.14 cm € 10.00  ON THE LEFT  Gimm Sideboard - 807019 Habitat Design Studio Oak 
lacquered particleboard and solid oak L.111.4 x W.42 x H.126.1 cm € 649.00
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Alto Kitchen bin - 807238
Galvanized steel
52 litres
€ 59.00

Camus Bookcase with ladder - 915212
Oak veneer particleboards and metal
L.200 x H.238 x D.44 cm
€ 1690.00

Isadora Serving dish - 807294
Sandstone
L.41 x W.28 cm
€ 39.90

Isadora Serving bowl - 807295
Sandstone
D.33 x H.10 cm
€ 37.00

Jura Nutcracker - 805285
Boxwood
L.11 x W.5 x H.5 cm
€ 8.50

Panda Pack of 4 kitchen 
utensils - 951268
Bamboo
L.27 x H.21 cm
€ 6.90

Cast Cooker - 806996
Caste iron
D.20 x H.12 cm
€ 47.00

Jura Olive spoon - 805280
Beech
W.4 x H.21 cm
€ 5.80

Jura Spoon - 805288
Beech
W.4.5 x H.25 cm
€ 2.90

Jura Square spoon - 805291
Beech
W.4.5 x H.30 cm
€ 2.90
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Since 1875, the french Manufacture 
Digoin has crafted everyday  
stoneware objects.

The Manufacture Digoin perpetuates its 
expertise by exclusively producing stoneware 
pieces to store, prepare, cook and mix food. 
The stoneware paste, entirely produced in 
its workshops, is created using natural 
mineral materials from France. Each piece 
is unique as every single one is crafted and 
enamelled by hand. These traditional pieces 
stand the test of time, and are adapted to 
more modern uses. 

dinnerware
Digoin

Digoin range Stoneware  .  Pitcher - 807342 1.3 litres € 39.90  .  Oil bottle - 807346 0.20 litre € 29.00  .  Storage jar - 807351 0.50 litre 
€ 28.00  .  Storage jar - 807352 1 litre € 32.00  .  Terrine - 807349 L.22 x W.14 x H.8 cm € 39.00  .  Tumbler - 807341 0.18 litre € 9.90  .  
Oven dish - 807347 L.24 x W.26 x H.5 cm € 36.00  .  Oven dish - 807348 L.26 x W.31 x H.6 cm € 49.00  .  Mixing bowl - 807343 5.30 litres € 49.00  . 

Mixing bowl - 807344 2.10 litres € 24.00

Here are a few tips to make yourself a typical 
French breakfast at home:

1. Pour yourself a cup of fresh coffee or tea

2. Spread butter on a fresh baguette and add 
jam of your choice (strawberry, raspberry 
or apricot)

3. Put in a basket a selection of croissants 
and pains au chocolat

4. Squeeze fresh oranges for a delicious juice 
Set up a nice table with plates, mugs, napkins 
and cutlery to enjoy your French breakfast.

France is known all over the world for 
its pastries and breads and especially 
the French baguette.

A perfect french
breakfast



Denver II Pot - 909959 Ceramic coating D.26 cm € 99.00  .  Denver II Saucepan - 909956 Ceramic coating D.18 cm € 59.00  .  Denver II Stewpot - 909952 Ceramic coating  
D.26 cm € 78.50  .  Thierry Marx Tea cup - 917993 Solid beech D.7.7 x H.10 cm € 16.50  .  Thierry Marx Dessert plate - 917994 Solid beech D.23 cm € 17.80 .  Thierry Marx 
Plate - 917995 Solid beech D.29 cm € 19.80 .  Thierry Marx Bowl - 917996 Solid beech D.14.2 cm € 26.80

Jura Square spoon - 805291 Beech W.4.5 x H.30 cm € 2.90  .  Jura Spoon - 805288 Solid beech W.4.5 x H.25 cm € 2.90  .  Panda Pack of 4 kitchen utensils - 951268 Bamboo  
L.27 cm € 6.90  .  Gwen Table runner - 803729 Cotton L.140 x W.45 cm € 20.00  .  Gwen Napkin - 803733 Cotton L.45 x W.45 cm € 5.80 .  Gwen Napkin - 803730 Cotton L.45 x 
W.45 cm € 5.80
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Idris Teapot - 807296
Habitat Design Studio
Porcelain
0.85 litre
€ 46.90

Idris Teacup - 807298
Habitat Design Studio
Porcelain
D.14 x H.7 cm 
€11.90



Image Bowl - 807401
Porcelain
D.14 x H.8 cm
€ 13.90

Image Coffee cup and saucer - 807298
Porcelain
D.14 x H.7 cm
€ 11.90

Iggie Pack of 4 coasters - 807282
Stainless steel
L.11 x W.11 x H.2 cm
€ 13.50

Image Dessert plate - 807399
Porcelain
D.23 cm
€ 13.90

Image Plate - 807400
Porcelain
D.28 cm
€ 19.90

Constel
Habitat Design Studio

Constel Plate - 804431
Bone china porcelain
D.28 cm
€ 15.00

Constel Dessert plate - 804432
Bone china porcelain
D.23 cm
€ 9.80

Constel Coffee cup and  
saucer - 804434
Bone china porcelain
D.12 x H.6 cm
€ 8.50

Constel Mug - 804435
Bone china porcelain
D.11 x H.8.2 cm
€ 8.80

Etah Bowl - 807432
Stainless steel
D.12 x H.8 cm
€ 21.00

Etah Pack of 3 plate mats - 807287
Stainless steel
L.18 x H.20 cm
€ 19.00

Image Salad bowl - 807402
Porcelain
D.20 x H.9 cm
€ 26.90

Bodega Serving dish - 808003  
Glass
D.33 cm 
€ 12.50 

Carrare Table runner - 804884
Design by Habitat &  
Le Jacquard Français
Cotton
L.140 x W.45 cm
€ 29.95

Carrare Napkin - 804885
Design by Habitat & 
Le Jacquard Français 
Cotton
L.45 x W.45 cm
€ 8.95

Concetta Saucer - 990553
Design by Concetta Gallo
Porcelain
D.17 cm
€ 13.80
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Hive Lamp - 803517 Lacquered steel and cement, bulb not supplied, E27 15W CFL class 2 L.27 x W.27 x H.47.5 cm € 89.00  .  Dolomite Ice 
cream bowl - 807440 Glass D.12 x H.10 cm € 6.00  .  Ouessant Mug - 807248 Glass D.8 x H.11 cm € 9.00  .  Imma Tumbler - 807273 Glass 0.40 
litre € 6.00  .  Izzy Red wine glass - 807236 Frosted glass 0.39 litre € 6.80  .  Glitz Champagne flute - 804026 Glass 0.20 litre € 6.80  .  Ingrid 
White wine glass - 807301 Glass 0.26 litre € 6.90  .  Inuit Ice cream bowl - 807311 Glass 0.185 litre € 9.90  .  Carafe Decanter - 913325 Mouth 
blown glass D.24 x H.24 cm € 37.00  .  Bern Glass - 804526 Glass D.7.5 x H.13 cm € 4.80

Taidu Plate - 803369 Porcelain D.27 cm € 13.90 . Taidu Soup plate - 803371 Porcelain D.25 x H.4.8 cm € 13.90 . 
Taidu Large cereal bowl - 803372 Porcelain D.16.5 x H.6.8 cm € 10.90  .  Taidu Small cereal bowl - 803373 Porcelain 
D.11 x H.6 cm € 7.90 . Image Plate - 807400 Porcelain D.28 cm € 19.90 . Bach Wine glass  917285 Crystal 0.35 litre 
€ 7.90  .  Brighton Cutlery Set of 24 pieces- 502103 Steel € 119.00

Taidu,
English porcelain 

dinnerware
For an elegant and simple table, choose 
the Taidu collection, a line of tableware in 
fine bone china. Known for its high levels 
of whiteness and translucency, and for its 
hardness and high impact resistance, it is 
recognized as one of the finest and most 
precious china that exist. A variety of 
plates and cups make the collection. 
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Icône
Habitat Design Studio

Icône Serving dish - 807247
Ceramic
D.38 cm
€ 35.00

Icône Plate - 807246
Ceramic
D.29 cm
€ 15.00

Icône Dessert plate - 807245
Ceramic
D.22 cm
€ 12.50

Icône Serving bowl - 807244
Ceramic
D.30 x H.10 cm
€ 33.00

Icône Jug - 807243
Ceramic
2.50 litres
€ 29.90

Isto Hand-tufted rug - 807867
Habitat Design Studio 
Wool and cotton 
L.240 x W.170 cm 
€389.00 

Hester Chair - 804539
Design by Daniel Rawlings
Oak veneer particleboard and lacquered steel
W.43.5 x H.78.5 x P.45 cm
€ 99.00

This is where we laugh, have long 
conversations and host parties and 
dinners for friends.

Your dining room is strategic. It’s  
a place for sharing and pleasure, which 
should have its own aesthetic identity: 
patterned tableware, mismatched 
chairs, a designer ceiling light, patterned 
wallpaper, etc. Feel free to add character 
to this room to create a warm and 
welcoming atmosphere. 

Dining 
room
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El Table - 915947
Habitat Design Studio
Walnut particleboard 
L.100 x W.180 x H.75 cm
€ 799.00

Valentina Chair - 957266
Fabric and oak
W.50 x H.81 x D.45 cm
€ 200.00
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ON THE RIGHT

Camus Bookcase with ladder - 915212
Oak veneer particleboards and metal
L.200 x H.238 x P.44 cm
€ 1690.00

Stone Chair - 809070 Design by Eugeni Quitllet Polypropylene L.49 x W.57 x H.84 cm € 169.00  .  Radus Table - 951412 Design by Simon 
Pengelly Oak veneer particleboard and lacquered solid oak L.200 x W.90 x H.74 cm € 1150.00  .  Ibali Hand tufted rug - 807871 Habitat Design 
Studio Wool and cotton L.240 x W.170 cm € 399.00  .  Iwi Vase - 807205 Sandstone D.25 x H.28 € 49.90  .  Ply II Chair - 802506 Design by Mike 
Hollant & Dmitri Warner Solid and veneer oak L.40 x H.82 x P.41 cm € 149.00
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Iwi Vase - 807205 Stoneware D.25 x H.28 cm € 49.90  .  Ink Vase - 807169 Mouth blown glass D.25 x H.26 cm € 49.90  .  Iza Vase - 807207 Earthenware D.10 x H.35 cm € 26.80  .  
Iles Vase - 807138 Ceramic D.11 x H.31 cm € 23.80  .  Ink Vase - 807168 Mouth blown glass D.17 x H.35 cm € 39.90

Radus Table - 951412 Design by Simon Pengelly Oak veneer particleboard and lacquered solid oak L.200 x W.90 x H.74 cm € 1150.00  .  Ply II Chair - 802506 Design by Mike Hollant 
& Dmitri Warner Solid and veneer oak L.40 x H.82 x P.41 cm € 149.00  .  Tallow Dining room chair - 952929 Plastic L.51 x W.83 x D.53 cm € 175.00



Losange Table with extension - 801454
Design by Guillaume Delvigne
Top: oak veneer particleboard 
with solid oak field, legs and elements 
under the table : solid oak
L.180 x W.90 x H.73 cm
Extending table: L.230 x W.90 x H.73 cm
€ 899.00

Gaia Pendant lamp - 807725
Habitat Design Studio
Steel, bulb not included, 
E27 25W class 2
D.48 x H.39.2 cm
€ 139.90
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ON THE LEFT

Ignace Lamp base - 807716
Glass, bulb not included, E27 13W class 2
D.22 x H.16 cm
€ 69.90

Ignace Lamp base - 807717
Glass, bulb not included, E27 13W class 2
D.15 x H.42 cm
€ 79.90

Garrett Low sideboard - 805467
Solid oak, oak verneer particleboard 
and lacquered fibreboard
L.115 x H.43 x H.69 cm
€ 349.00

Big-Game offers a modern 
interpretation of a traditional 
reading lamp. 

Light, functional and stable thanks to its 
tripod shape, SMALLWORK is made from 
(anodised) aluminium sections combined 
with cutting edge LED technology for 
optimal lighting. Its tubular cardboard 
packaging makes it easy to transport.

lamp
Smallwork

Smallwork Desk lamp - 807723 Design by Big-Game Aluminium, bulb included, LED 4W max class 3 L.40 x W.34.5 x H.39.3 cm 
€ 99.90  .  Ilea Vase - 807134 Mouth blown glass D.16 x H.35 cm € 39.50  .  Imari Candle holder - 807154 Stoneware  
D.9 x H.6 cm € 9.50
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Losange Table with extension - 801454 Design by Guillaume Delvigne Top: oak veneer particleboard with solid oak field, legs 
and elements under the table: solid oak L.180 x W.90 x H.73 cm Extending table: L.230 x W.90 x H.73 cm € 899.00  ON THE 
RIGHT  Coast Dinnerware Design by Tina Frey Porcelain Start from € 4.50

Losange,
table

Designer Guillaume Delvigne followed 
the principles of marquetry and created 
the Losange table thus successfully taking 
up the challenge of turning a simple 
table extension into an elegant wood 
paneling decor. “Here, the idea is to highlight 
the solid wood material so the tabletop looks 
wider than its base. The round edges of the 
table help accomplish this effect. Its feet 
are also pushed back in at a strong enough 
angle so that you can’t see them.” 
Guillaume Delvigne
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Ponta Modular sofa - 808479 - 808489 - 808503
Fabric and ash feet 
See detail of the composition page 209
€ 850.00 - € 790.00 - € 950.00

Illow Hand-tufted rug - 807869
Habitat Design Studio
Cotton and wool
L.240 x W.170 cm
€ 349.00 

Mallet-Stevens Lounge chair - 808059
Hollow tube made of epoxy lacquered  
steel and canvas
L.63 x W.92.1 x H.91.6 cm 
€ 519.00

Imala Occasional table - 807824
Habitat Design Studio
Solid oak
L.30 x W.30 x H.45 cm
€ 89.00

Elia Coffee table with extension - 801126
Oak veneer particleboard
L.94 x W.62 x H.34.5 cm
Extending table : L.148 x W.62 x H.34.5 cm
€ 359.00

Digoin Pitcher - 807342
Stoneware
1.3 litre
€ 39.90

Digoin Oiler - 807346
Stoneware
0.20 litre
€ 29.00

Today’s living rooms are adapting 
to our new lifestyles, which could 
be summed up by: the quest for 
multi-functionality.

The living room is the original multi-
purpose room: it’s where we rest, eat, 
drink, talk, read, sleep, play games, work, 
etc. Therefore, it is important to create 
a cosy welcoming space. A comfortable 
sofa, a designer table, the clever use 
of lamps, functional storage units, etc. 
A well-thought out decor will transform 
your living room into a veritable haven 
of well-being, which is both pleasant to 
look at and practical.

Living 
room

D E S I G N E D  &  M A N U FA C T U R E D  I N  F R A N C E

D E S I G N E D  &  M A N U FA C T U R E D  I N  F R A N C E
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Daborn Armchair - 807232 Habitat Design Studio Fabric and beech legs L.68 x W.100 x P.74 cm € 559.00  .  Jerome Clock - 807216 Aluminium 
D.33 cm € 39.50  .  Izer Throw - 807216 Cotton L.170 x W.130 cm € 45.00  .  Drum silk Lampshade - 800183 Silk D.40 x H.24 cm € 49.00  .  
Ignace Lamp base - 807717 Glass, bulb not included, E27 13W class 2 D.15 x H.42 cm € 79.90

Burton Lamp - 913640
Habitat Design Studio
Lacquered fibreboard and smoked glass, 
bulb not included, E27 40W class 2 
D.28 x H.39 cm
€ 99.00

Iwi Vase - 807206
Stoneware
D.13 x H.15 cm
€ 14.90

Inza Vase - 807172
Stainless steel
L.12 x W.18 x H.16 cm
€ 29.00

Inza Vase - 807173
Stainless steel
L.26 x W.6 x H.14 cm
€ 35.60

Imari Vase - 807156
Stoneware
D.8 x H.25 cm
€ 18.90

Iza Vase - 807207
Earthenware
D.10 x H.35 cm
€ 26.80



Libertad 3 seat sofa - 809001
Design by Julie Figueroa Zafiro
Fabric and beech legs
L.215 x W.85 x H.95 cm
Price on request

Etta Low table - 917458
Oak veneered particleboard table top,
solid oak base and table top rim
D.120 x H.35 cm
€ 550.00
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Imala,
occasional table 

Toss a coin, the Imala side tables give you 
a lot of options. Made of solid oak, they are 
reversible, practical and can be used on 
many different occasions. They are available 
in black or natural: mix them up and buy a 
few so you can give your interior a fun look.

Imala Occasional table - 807824 Habitat Design Studio Solid oak L.30 x W.30 x H.45 cm € 89.00 

ON THE RIGHT

Libertad 3 seat sofa - 809001
Design by Julie Figueroa Zafiro
Fabric and beech legs
L.215 x W.85 x H.95 cm
Price on request

Mica Occasional table -808092
Laquered fibreboard with solid beech
D.40 x H.45 cm 
€ 99.00
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Graf Wardrobe - 915145
Solid oak and oak veneer particleboard
L.92 x H.161 x D.44 cm
€ 799.00
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Mesola 3 seat sofa - 804703 
Fabric and ash legs
L.230 x H.86 x D.92 cm
€ 1180.00

Iago Vase - 807098 
Mouth-blown glass 
D.25 x H.33 cm 
€ 59.50
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Posada 3 seat sofa + long chair left - 804775
Fabric and ash feet
L.284 x W.171 x H.75 cm
€ 2490.00



Como 3 seat sofa - 808660
Fabric and ash feet
L.230 x W.84 x H.84 cm
€ 1799.00

Ilios Pendant lamp - 807740
PVC, bulb not included, E27 100W class 1
D.60 x H.29 cm
€ 150.90

Ivoine Low table - 808427
Habitat Design Studio
Oak veneer particleboard with solid oak base
L.100 x W.60 x H.40 cm
€ 449.00
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ON THE RIGHT

Jed Armchair - 997935
Design by David Irwin
Solid oak and fabric
W.60 x H.68 x P.58 cm
€ 390.00

Funky Table lamp - 806970
Design by Thibault Pougeoise
Steel and glass, bulb not included, 
E14 9W class 2
L.15 x W.15 x H.22.4 cm
€ 79.00

Irim Hand-tufted rug - 807870
Viscose
L.240 x W.170 cm
€ 389.00

A great design classic returns. 

The perfectly symmetrical FILO shelving 
unit is comprised of two chrome-plated 
steel tube mounts into which two large 
compartments are inserted. This piece 
of furniture embodies Habitat’s philosophy: 
to create objects imbued with simplicity 
and authenticity that are functional yet 
attractive. 

Ilios Pendant lamp - 807740 PVC, bulb not included, E27 100W class 1 D.60 x H.29 cm € 150.90  .  Milk Cushion - 808404 Cotton 
L.45 x W.45 cm € 35.00  .  Izmo Table lamp - 807720 Steel and frosted glass, bulb included, G9 18W class 2 D.10 x H.19 cm € 39.90 .  
Elisabeth Box - 916469 Blown glass L.18 x W.18 x P.18 cm € 29.80  .  Filo Shelves - 808083 Walnut particleboard, polyurethane  
varnish and chromed steel L.80 x W.33 x H.160 cm € 869.00  .  Ibali Storage box - 807103 Habitat Design Studio Paper L.47 x W.31 x 
H.16 cm € 27.00  .  Iseult Lantern - 807186 Glass and bamboo D.14 x H.24 cm € 47.00

shelves
Filo
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Icône Hand-tufted rug - 807863
Habitat Design Studio
Wool and cotton
L.240 x W.170 cm
€ 389.00 

Burton Lamp - 913639
Habitat Design Studio
Oak and frosted glass, bulb  
not included E27, 40W class 2
€ 99.00

Ibis Vase - 807117
Mouth blown glass
D.14 x H.22 cm
€ 25.80

Iles Vase - 807138
Ceramic
D.11 x H.31 cm
€ 23.80

Iles Vase - 807136
Ceramic
D.14 x H.41 cm
€ 29.50

Bocksey Storage units 
composition - 965114 - 907526 - 
902199 - 965155 - 965115
Design by James Patterson
See details of the composition  
page 229
L.90 x H.135 x D.45 cm 
€ 189.00 - € 329.00 - € 239.00  
€ 109.00 - € 109.00

Greasby Vase - 803805
Mouth blown glass
L.28 x W.28 x H.29.5 cm
€ 65.50

Iseult Lantern - 807186
Glass and bamboo
D.14 x H.24 cm
€ 47.00

Iseult Candle jar - 807187
Glass and bamboo
D.10 x H.10 cm
€ 11.50

Elynn Box - 803847
Aluminium
D.23 x H.12 cm
€ 45.00

Elynn Box - 803848
Aluminium
D.16 x H.16 cm
€ 35.00

Inza Vase - 807173
Stainless steel
L.26 x W.6 x H.14 cm
€ 35.60



Montino 3 seat sofa - 804547
Full-grain cowhide leather aniline 
and brushed steel legs
L.238 x W.105 x H.78 cm
€ 3490.00

Dena Armchair - 804843
Leather exterior full-grain cowhide  
leather and interior fabric, oak legs
L.83 x W.94 x H.794 cm
€ 1350.00

Feo Low table - 801453
Oak veneer particleboard
L.115 x W.80 x H.29 cm
€ 499.00
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Concetta Teapot Design by Concetta Gallo - 973115 Porcelain D.29 x H.14 cm € 56.00  .  Concetta Tea cup and saucer Design by Concetta Gallo - 990553 Porcelain D.17 x H.7 cm € 13.80 .  
Parnasse Tea cup Design by Sir Terence Conran - 917967 Porcelain L.14 x W.14 x H.7 cm € 10.00  .  Parnasse Creamer Design by Sir Terence Conran - 917970 Porcelain L.23 x W.15 x  
H.12 cm € 19.00

Feo Low table - 801453 Oak veneer particleboard L.115 x W.80 x H.29 cm € 499.00  .  Dani Tray - 801779 Pressed wood D.41 x H.4 cm € 28.50  .  Gwen Napkin - 803733 Cotton  
L.45 x W.45 cm € 5.80 .  Gwen Napkin - 803730 Cotton L.45 x W.45 cm € 5.80  .  Idylle Hand-tufted rug - 807864 Habitat Design Studio Wool and cotton L.240 x W.170 cm  
€ 389.00
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Agnes Flat weave rug - 807778 Cotton L.180 x W.120 cm € 119.50  .  Agnes Flat weave rug - 801538 Cotton L.180 x W.120 cm € 120.00  .  Feiko Flat weave rug Habitat Design 
Studio - 801536 Cotton L.240 x W.170 cm € 99.90  .  Ibali Flat weave rug Habitat Design Studio - 807872 Cotton L.180 x W.120 cm € 99.00

Gilmore Flat weave rug - 803701 Cotton L.180 x W.120 cm € 49.50  .  Gilmore Flat weave rug - 803702 Cotton L.180 x W.120 cm € 49.50  .  Cab New York Taxi - 958903 Wood 
L.29.5 x W.15.7 x H.14 cm € 35.00  .  Agnes Flat weave rug - 801538 Cotton L.180 x W.120 cm € 119.50

Flat woven 
rugs

Flat woven fabric is made of 2 threads that 
intertwine perpendicularly.

Vertical threads are called warp threads and 
horizontal threads are called weft threads. 
The loom is the name of the machine used 
to carry out this technique. It keeps the warp 
threads in place, while the weft threads pass 
through them.



Ikenna Sideboard - 807043
Design by Pierre Favresse
Fibreboard, oak veneer particleboard, 
lacquered melamine particleboard, 
steel base and handles 
L.187 x W.42 x H.64.4 cm
€ 799.00
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Ikenna Sideboard - 807043 Design by Pierre Favresse Fiberboard, oak veneer particleboard, lacquered melamine  
particleboard, steel base and handles L.187 x W.42 x H.64.4 cm € 799.00

Small cross-shaped handles, sophisticated 
and elegant design detail.

ON THE RIGHT  Jacques Lounge chair - 804523 Habitat Design Studio Fabric and beech legs D.139 x L.58 x H.90.8 cm  
€ 690.00  .  Mica Occasional table - 808092 Laquered fibreboard with solid beech D.40 x H.45 cm € 99.00  .  Irandi Hand-
tufted rug - 807866 Habitat Design Studio Wool and cotton D.200 cm € 389.00  .  Jeanne Magazine rack - 807215 Metal  
L.35 x W.32 x H.30 cm € 49.90



Genna Large bookcase + extension - 803457 + 803460
Oak palted veneer board
L.184 x W.45 x H.200 cm
€ 1600.00
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IBN Collection of 3 vases - 808993 Design by Abdelkarim Antar Porcelain D.20 x H.18 cm D.20 x H.9 cm D.19 x H.4 cm € 49.00  .  Filo Shelves - 
808083 Walnut particleboard, polyurethane varnish and chromed steel L.80 x W.33 x H.160 cm € 869.00  .  ON THE RIGHT  Isla Vase - 807194 
Stoneware D.11 x H.15 cm € 14.90  .  Isla Vase - 807193 Stoneware D.16 x H.14 cm € 21.90  .  Iza Vase - 807207 Earthenware D.10 x H.35 cm 
€ 26.80  .  Iza Vase - 807208 Earthenware D.14 x H.25 cm€ 25.60  .  Iza Vase - 807209 Earthenware D.18 x H.15 cm € 22.90
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Influence Modular shelving unit Design by Terence Woodgate Epoxy lacquered steel  .  Shelving unit frame - 992048 Epoxy lacquered steel W.3 x H.200 x D.32 cm € 85 
each  .  Set of 2 shelves - 991728 Particleboard and melamine W.60 x H.4 x D.30 cm € 99.00  .  Set of 2 shelves - 909202 Oak veneer particleboard W.90 x H.4 x D.30 cm 
€ 129.00  .  Compartment W.60 cm - 909201 Oak veneer particleboard W.60 x H.46 x D.30 cm € 325.00  .  Compartment W.90 cm - 973179 Particleboard and melamine 
W.90 x H.46 x D.30 cm € 375.00  .  Reiko Modular sofa – 803147 – 803150 - 803150 Fabric and beech feet € 680.00 – € 490.00 – € 490.00 See detail of the composition page 210 

Yves Floor lamp base - 807742 Lacquered metal, bulb not included E27 100W = CFL 20W class 2 L.48 x H.129 x D.42 cm € 129.90  .  Ilo Hand-tufted rug - 807865 
Design by Claire Leina Wool and cotton L.240 x W.170 cm € 329.00  .  Bold Armchair - 912853 Habitat Design Studio Fabric L.59 x H.73 x D.53 cm € 299.00   .  
Milk Basket – 808633 Design Milk Habitat Design Studio Seegrass D.34 x H.44 cm € 39.90  .  Pool Pendant lamp – 804142 Design by Studio Pool Copper 
and frosted glass, bulb not included, E14 9W class 2 D.15.5 x H.150 cm € 89.00  .  Gino Vase – 803802 Mouth blown glass L.22.5 x W.22.5 x H.28 cm € 55.00
Ribbon Lamp – 807715 Design by Claire Norcross Powder-coated steel, bulb not included E27 9W class 2 L.32 x W.26 x H.50 cm € 160.00
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Design tips

My Mia Chair - 808977
Design by Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance
Solid ash and wool felt
L.43 x W.52.5 x H.78 cm
€ 279.00

Your wall: a work of art

An empty wall and a surface that lacks 
character? Rather than using a common 
and classic paint base, go for a “construction 
style” look. 

To achieve this effect, apply a first layer of paint in 
the color of your choice, using a large roll. Make sure 
to use masking tape to isolate the area where you just 
painted. Let it dry and remove the tape. Add a second 
layer of paint. Paint vigorously and randomly over  
the first layer. Remember that simple accessories 
and furniture made of natural materials go better 
with this bold look.
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ON THE LEFT 

Icône Hand tufted rug - 807862 
Habitat Design Studio
Wool and cotton L.240 x W.170 cm 
€ 299.00

Icône Cushion - 807765 
Habitat Design Studio
Wool and cotton 
L.60 x W.40 cm 
€ 18.90

Pool Pendant lamp - 804142
Design by Studio Pool
Copper and frosted glass, bulb 
not included, E14 9W class 2 
D.15.5 x H.150 cm
€ 89.00

Lofa 3 seat sofa - 808091 Design by Andrew Davies Fabric and metal feet L.213 x W.81 x H.77 cm € 999.00

Lofa,
sofa

This winter, Habitat is reissuing a great 
classic from designer Andrew Davies 
exclusively for Habitat: the Lofa sofa. For 
a more graphic and contemporary visual 
effect, we chose a two-tone fabric. Here,  
the blue and the gray create subtle 
chromatic and graphic contrasts. 
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Lofa 3 seat sofa - 808091 Design by Andrew Davies Fabric and metal feet L.213 x W.81 x H.77 cm € 999.00  .  Icône Cushion - 807765 Habitat Design Studio Wool and cotton 
L.60 x W.40 cm € 18.90  .  Irene Cushion - 807860 Habitat Design Studio Cotton L.45 x W.45 cm € 17.60  .  Idylle Cushion - 807766 Habitat Design Studio Linen D.45 cm € 39.00  .  
Bobby Floor lamp - 955252 Metal, bulb not included E14 9W class 2 D.22 x l.22 x H.160 cm € 85.00 .  Illow Cushion - 807762 Habitat Design Studio Cotton L.45 x l.45 cm € 18.90

Iffize Cushion - 807851 Acrylic L.50 x W.50 cm € 23.40  .  Irandi Cushion - 807768 Habitat Design Studio Cotton L.45 x W.45 cm € 45.00  .  Bold Armchair - 912853 Habitat Design 
Studio Fabric L.59 x H.73 x D.53 cm € 300.00  .  Isto Cushion - 807774 Habitat Design Studio Cotton L.50 x W50 cm € 18.90  .  Inna Cushion - 807771 Habitat Design Studio 
Cotton L.50 x W50 cm € 35.00



Chester Corner sofa composition NEW 
808897 - 808945 - 808921
Velvet and beech feet
See details of the composition page 210
L.250 x W.250 x H.79 cm
€ 1500.00 - € 1050.00 - € 1500.00
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Illen Low sideboard - 807820 
Habitat Design Studio
Walnut veneer particleboard and lacquered 
fibreboard with steel base 
L.160 x W.45 x H.69 cm 
€ 729.00 
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ON THE RIGHT

Akira Low table - 902756 
Walnut, beech and tempered glass 
L.110 x W.55 x H.31 cm 
€ 299.00

Rina Low sideboard - 808044 walnut veneer particleboard, Italian ceramic and lacquered steel base L.150 x W.50 x H.62 cm € 799.00 .  Iwi 
Vase - 807206 Stoneware D.13 x H.15 cm € 14.90  .  Sindri Lamp base - 807712 Terrazzo, bulb not included, E27 60W class 2 D.13.5 x H.32 cm 
€ 79.90  .  Irina Lampshade - 807733 Recycled paper and PVC D.30 x H.40 cm € 49.90  .  Ink Vase - 807169 Mouth blown glass D.25 x H.26 cm 
€ 49.90  .  Ink Vase - 807168 Mouth blown glass D.17 x H.35 cm € 39.90
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Iden Vase - 807124 
Ceramic and leather
D.12 x H.32 cm
€ 47.00

Iden Vase - 807125
Ceramic and leather
D.15 x H.20 cm 
€ 45.00

pendant lamp
Chandelier

A contemporary chandelier. 

“The original idea was to recreate a 1950’s 
chandelier using metallic tubes as the 
main material and ending in these 14 
luminous points. We replaced the bulbs 
with more modern LEDs, which enabled 
us to reduce the overall dimensions of the 
chandelier and give it a more contemporary 
look. It is now reminiscent of a tree with 
perfectly structured “branches”, which give 
off a harmonious light.” Inma Bermúdez. 

Chandelier Pendant lamp - 807749 Design by Inma Bermùdez Metal and acrylic, bulbs included, 14 LED 14W, class 1 L.60 x W.60 x  
H.45.4 cm € 359.00
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Acrylic or wax
photo print in
partnership with
AFP
In the photo category, art photography and 
photojournalism are widely acclaimed these 
days. The latter is certainly part of our cultural 
heritage, but its artistic recognition remains part 
of a process of producing images in order to 
report on current events. Without discarding 
the value of the use of these images, the photo 
journalist now aspires to artistic recognition. 
That is simply because each picture is unique 
and is a witness to history. This all makes sense 
also because a photo professional has the eye 
to capture the present moment. 
The idea is also to make art photography 
available in our homes: as a result, the  
Crystal Gallery and Habitat have partnered  
to put together an exhibition of these 
photographs! This unique partnership gave 
rise to an exclusive collection called “Look at 
the world as it is”. Habitat has also chosen to 
display this collection on Plexiglas to give the 
photos more brightness, light and visibility. 

Acrylic photo print start from € 269.00
Wax photo print start from € 59.00
Dimensions available: 
40x50 - 60x80 - 70x100 - 80x120 cm



Land 3 seat sofa - 805730
Habitat Design Studio
Velvet and beech feet
D.206 x W.69 x H.69 cm
€ 1590.00

MB3 Armchair 
Design by Marcel Breuer
Habitat Vintage 
Price on request

Ilo Hand-tufted rug - 807865 
Design by Claire Leina 
Wool and cotton 
L.240 x W.170 cm 
€ 329.00



Land 3 seat sofa - 806246
Habitat Design Studio
Fabric and beech feet
L.206 x W.69 x P.69 cm
€ 1590.00

Mica Occasional table -808052
Laquered fibreboard with solid beech
D.40 x H.45 cm 
€ 99.00

Juline Basket - 807163
Cotton
L.45 x W.30 x H.20 cm
€ 35.00

Sparkle Occasional table - 978699
Chrome steel and tempered glass
D.50 x H.42 cm
€ 69.00
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Baja Lamps - 911936 - 911935 Habitat Design Studio Oak and frosted glass, bulb not supplied, E27 40W class 2, IP20, 220/240V D.19 x H.32 cm - D.19 x H.19 cm € 79.00 - € 69.00 .  
Idalgo Candle holder - 807122 Habitat Design Studio Resin L.19 x W.9 x H.18 cm € 29.50  .  Ielena Vase - 807127 Vase Mouth blown glass D.21 x H.17 cm € 56.00

Ielena Candle holder - 807126 Mouth blown glass D.10 x H.9 cm € 9.90  .  Pineapple Lamp - 807689 Porcelain, bulb not included E14 6W, class 2 D.15 x H.25.7 cm € 49.90  .  Nao 
Lamp - 807687 Habitat Design Studio Porcelain, bulb not included E27, 6W class 2 D.23.5 x H.19 cm € 49.90
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Inesse Table - 808054
Habitat Design Studio
Solid oak and Italian ceramic
L.300 x W.100 x H.75 cm
€ 2200.00
Also available as L.240 x W.100 x H.75 cm
€ 1990.00

Mallet-Stevens Chair with armrests - 804118
Tube and sheet steel
D.43 x L.56 x H.86 cm
€ 199.00

Flex Table lamp - 803519
Metal, bulb not included, E14 9W class 2
L.25 x W.13 x H.48 cm
€ 55.00

Jeanne Basket - 807214
Steel
L.18 x W.18 x H.18 cm
€ 29.90

The time when we read our 
emails perched on the end of 
the sofa is over - thankfully - and 
a comfortable office is now a must-
have addition to every home.

Less used than the bedroom or 
the living room, the office is the one 
place in the home that should reflect 
your personality as well as meeting 
your needs. However, not everyone 
has enough space for a separate office 
- don’t panic! An office space can be 
easily integrated into another room 
e.g. the living room or bedroom, or by 
capitalising on unused space (under the 
stairs, in the hall, in the corridor, etc.). 
Whether you’re a full-time freelancer 
or a Sunday blogger, opt for the stylish 
lines of a classic desk or create a bespoke 
work area for yourself.

Home 
office
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Henio Desk - 807011 Habitat Design Studio Veneer and solid oak L.90 x W.59 x H.90 cm € 299.00  .  Iroko Pack of 2 notebooks - 807109 Habitat 
Design Studio Paper L.21 x W.15 cm € 9.90

Ivy Bookcase - 808075 
Habitat Design Studio
Oak veneered particle board
L.85 x W.37 x H.188.4 cm
€ 499.00

Idalgo Candle holder - 807122  
Habitat Design Studio
Resin
L.19 x W.98 x H.18 cm
€ 29.50

Izmo Lamp - 807720
Metal and frosted glass, bulb 
included, G9 18W, class 2
D.10 x H.19 cm
€ 39.90

Ibali Storage box - 807104
Habitat Design Studio
Paper
L.30 x W.23 x H.15 cm
€ 17.00



Paul Chair - 807034 
Solid beech 
L.43.3 x W.41.5 x H.78 cm 
€ 99.00 

Stone Chair - 809070
Design by Eugeni Quitllet
Polypropylene
L.49 x W.57 x H.84 cm
€ 169.00

Mallet-Stevens Dining room table - 800412
Solid oak and lacquered oak particleboard
L.174 (+ 2 x 50) x W.113 x H.74 cm
€ 2500.00
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A multitude of wisely aligned light fittings
  

Gone is the large chandelier in the middle of 
a room. Now, suspensions accumulate and 
they mix together for both graphic and poetic 
atmosphere.

Design tips

Above a large work table or dining room table, 
or even in a long corridor, this alignment of small 
colored light fittings can brighten up a space and make 
it unique and fun. For a trendier look, we use multiple 
Aldgate light fittings of different colors. 

For a more sophisticated and graphic look, you 
can also choose to use just one color. Make sure 
you keep the same height and the same distance 
between each piece. 

Aldgate Pendant lamp - 807746 / 807745 / 807744 Steel, bulb not included E27, 18W class 2 D.9 x H.17 cm € 37.90  .  ON THE RIGHT  Mallet-
Stevens Dining room table - 800412 Solid oak and lacquered oak particleboard L.174 (+ 2 x 50) x W.1135 x H.74 cm € 2500.00  .  Nyx Floor 
lamp - 978427 Epoxy lacquered metal, 1 switch per spotlight H.170 x D.25 cm, bulb not included, 3x E27=CFL 9W class 2, 220/240V € 169.00  .  
Bistrot Chair - 807035 Solid beech L.43 x W.43 x H.80.5 cm € 129.00
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ON THE LEFT

Hansel Desk - 807825
Habitat Design Studio
Walnut veneer particleboard 
and lacquered fibreboard
L.150 x W.60 x H.73 cm
€ 849.00

Valentina Chair - 957266
Lacquered solid oak, foam 
filled polyester cover
W.50 x H.81 x D.45 cm
€ 200.00

Poise Desk lamp - 807732
Design by Aaron Probyn
Walnut tinted ash and iron, bulb 
included LED 5W, class 3
L.60.5 x W.18 x H.35 cm
€ 165.90

Gilmore Flat-tufted rug - 803701
Cotton
L.180 x W.120 cm 
€ 49.50

The walnut Hansel desk is asymmetric and unstructured .
The highly visible boxes in warm shades of gray that make 
up the desk, give it volume and a very stylish look: a perfect 
contrast between elegance and modernity.

* Walnut or oak
** Lacquered work or monochrome pattern

*

**
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ON THE RIGHT

St James Desk - 917102
Oak veneer particleboard table top, 
solid oak base
L.116 x W.47 x H.83 cm
€ 499.00

Sindri Floor lamp - 807713 
Habitat Design Studio
Terrazzo, bulb not included E27, 
60W class 2
D.20 x H.125.7 cm
€ 179.90

Poise Desk lamp - 807732 Design by Aaron Probyn Walnut tinted ash and iron, bulb included LED 5W, class 3 L.60.5 x W.18 x  
H.35 cm € 165.90  .  Italic Desk tidy - 807201 Aluminium L.37 x W.8 x H.12 cm € 58.00  .  Dill Vase – 915256 Mouth blown glass D.14 x  
H.13 cm € 14.00

A minimalist desk lamp.

Poise revisits the traditional office reading 
lamp with a twist by using the materials 
of ash and iron. This LED version 
combines high-quality lighting with low 
energy consumption. Extremely fine and 
discreet, this lamp will add a designer 
touch to any office. 

lamp
Poise
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Greta Desk - 803440
Habitat Design Studio
Oak veneer particleboard, 
lacquered fibreboard and 
solid oak
L.90 x H.73.5 x D.50 cm
€ 250.00

Pippa Chair - 912811
Solid oak
W.46 x H.82 x P.41 cm
€ 139.00

Jim Armchair - 804912
Habitat Design Studio
Fabric and beech feet
L.71.5 x W.73.5 x H.69 cm
€ 390.00

Ibali Flat weave rug - 807872 
Habitat Design Studio 
Cotton 
L.180 x W.120 cm 
€ 99.00

Iroko Shopping bag - 807672
Habitat Design Studio
Cotton
L.40 x W.35 cm
€ 7.90

Ibali Pencil Pot - 807107 Habitat Design Studio Paper L.9 x W.9 x H.10 cm € 8.80  .  Ibali Notebook - 807112 Habitat Design Studio Paper  
L.21 x W.15 cm € 9.90  .  Ibali Letter tray - 807106 Habitat Design Studio Paper L.31 x W.24 x H.6 cm € 14.80  .  Ibali Pencil case - 807113 
Habitat Design Studio Cotton L.23 x W.5 x H.7 cm € 8.50
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Eskyss Sideboard - 917955
Habitat Design Studio
Lacquered fibreboard and walnut veneer 
particleboard lacquered steel base
L.200 x W.42 x H.64.5 cm
€ 899.00

Hachylle Coat hanger - 807031
Habitat Design Studio
Solid walnut 
L.19 x W.10 x H.15 cm 
€ 29.00 

Hachylle coat hanger - 807032
Habitat Design Studio
Solid walnut
L.19 x W.10 x H.50 cm 
€ 59.00 

Eyja Candle holder - 803868
Aluminium
D. 6.2 x H.32.2 cm
€ 15.60

Eyja Candle holder - 803869
Aluminium
D. 6.2 x H.24 cm
€ 13.30

Ghost Mirror - 803936
Glass and stoneware
D.18.8 x H.22.2 cm
€ 19.80

What’s your dream bathroom? 
A haven of well-being, an intimate 
en suite affair or a large family 
bathroom? 

Even though bathrooms have certain 
codes and rules in terms of layout, 
there’s no reason why you can’t add 
a personal touch.  Use functional storage 
to declutter, soft and stylish towels/linen, 
modular lighting, scented candles, etc. 
In terms of accessories, opt for beautiful 
materials such as granito, marble, 
chrome or glass. Feel free to add other 
home accessories such as vases and 
candlesticks.

Bathroom



Gwen Vase - 803923
Mouth blown glass
D.15.5 x H.35.5 cm
€ 29.50 

Eyja Candle holder - 803868
Aluminium
D.6.2 x H.32.2 cm
€ 15.60

Eyja Candle holder - 803869
Aluminium
D. 6.2 x H.24 cm
€ 13.30

Ipolit Box - 807174
Stoneware
D.8 x H.15 cm
€ 24.90

Ilo Tumbler - 807149
Terrazzo
L.11 x l.8 x H.8 cm
€ 12.00

Ilo Soap dish - 807150
Terrazzo
L.12 x l.3 x H.12 cm
€ 9.60

Ilo Cotton box - 807151
Terrazzo
L.12 x l.11 x H.11 cm
€ 14.50

Ghost Mirror - 803936
Glass and stoneware
D.18.8 x H.22.2 cm
€ 19.80

Celebes Bath towel - 807781
Cotton
L.140 x H.70 cm
€ 19.90
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Two-colored flooring

Are you tired of your floor? Is it too dull? 
Are your brick color tiles boring? 

Design tips

This simple and inexpensive trick will help you 
revamp a room in a snap: create a two-colored 
floor that plays the contrast between raw and 
sophisticated in a very contemporary way. 

To do this, choose an area on your floor (here, 
a large square) and use masking tape to isolate it. 
Inside the square, apply the paint in the color of 
your choice. Make sure to use resistant and suited 
paint for this project. Remove the tape and you’re 
all set! Make sure you choose a color that matches 
nicely with the original material. 

Burton  Lamp - 913639 Habitat Design Studio Oak and frosted glass, bulb not included, E27 40W class 2 D.28 x H.35 cm € 99.00   

Eskyss  Glass storage unit - 917959 Habitat Design Studio Lacquered fibreboard and walnut veneer particleboard Lacquered steel base 
D.42 x W.100 x H.185 cm € 899.00  .  Callahan  Chair - 807016 Moulded plywood and solid walnut L.52 x l.51.5 x H.79 cm € 185.00   
ON  THE  RIGHT  Lenny  Bluethooth speaker - 916616 Habitat Design Studio Leather and plastic L.16 x H.36 x D.17 cm € 298.00  .  Juline 
Basket - 807162 Cotton L.32 x W.26 x H.16 cm € 27.00  .  Geom Pack of 3 mirors - 803929 Glass L.106.9 x W.79 x H.5.7 cm € 79.00
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Irandi Bedspread - 807656
Habitat Design Studio
Embroidered cotton
L.260 x W.230 cm
€ 159.00

Charles Basket - 807057
Bamboo
L.27 x W.27 x H.33 cm
€ 45.00

Baleare Bathroom towels
Cotton
Start from € 4.00

Houla Box - 807097 
Habitat Design Studio
Fibreboard  
D.12 X H.16 cm 
€ 19.50 

Etah Bowl - 807432 
Stainless steel 
D.12 x H.8 cm 
€ 21.00 

Barnabe  Fold-away storage basket - 909701 Bamboo and canvas D.30 x H.30 cm € 17.00  .  Barnabe  Pack of 4 boxes - 909705 Bamboo 
and canvas L.33 x W.33 cm € 34.00  .  Barnabe Basket - 909703 Bamboo and canvas L.38 x W.26 cm € 19.50  .  Idylle Duvet cover - 807625 
Habitat Design Studio Cotton L.240 x W.220 cm € 112.00
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Jupiter Headboard - 805656
Fabric
L.160 x W.11 x H.110 cm
€ 750.00 

Kilo Stackable tables - 807003
Design by Elling Ekornes and Trine Haddal
Powder-coated metal side table with 
a solid oak base 
Small W.34 x L.42 x H.30 cm 
Medium W.42 x L.42 x H.35 cm 
Large W.50 x L.42 x H.40 cm
€ 100.00

Armand Lamp - 913220
Roto-moulded polyethylene, bulb 
not supplied, E27 40W max class 2
D.50 x H.60 cm
€ 129.00

Sateen Deluxe Duvet cover - 807632
Cotton 
L.240 x W.220 cm
€ 109.90

Sateen Deluxe Pillowcase - 807640
Cotton 
L.50 x W.80 cm
€ 19.90

Idiane Throw - 807844
Linen, bamboo and cotton
L.170 x W.130 cm
€ 59.00

A reflection of the inner you.

A veritable extension of yourself, which 
plays around with different styles and 
codes, your bedroom deserves a decor 
worthy of its name. Especially as we are 
spending more and more time in our 
bedrooms, which have become so much 
more than a simple place to lay our 
heads. Today, we want our bedrooms to 
be a haven of well-being, familiarity and 
safety.  So, opt for soft lighting, soothing 
colours and beautiful materials to create 
a harmonious decor to ensure you have 
a great night’s sleep and wake up feeling 
ready for anything. 

Bedroom
& bedding
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Brick Modular unit - 911980-911981-911982
Particleboard and solid oak
L.50 x H.50 x D.35 cm
L.50 x H.50 x D.17 cm
L.50 x H.50 x D.24 cm
€ 179.00 - € 99.00 - € 79.00

Jupiter Headboard - 805656
Fabric
L.160 x W.11 x H.110 cm
€ 690.00

Irim Hand-knotted rug - 807870 
Viscose
L.240 x W.170 cm 
€ 389.00

Asteroid Bench - 802211
Fabric
L.140 x W.40 x H.40 cm
€ 450.00
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A super-simple screen wall

Widely used by interior designers, screen 
walls partition your space to make it look 
spacious and unique.

Here, the screen wall is made of raw wood beams 
that subtly isolate the bedroom from the bathroom. 
Lined up on the floor, the Brick modules below, 
come in different colors and are used as storage 
boxes, an area to put away books.

Design tips
Brick Modular unit - 911980 - 911981 - 911982
Particleboard and solid oak
L.50 x H.50 x D.35 cm
L.50 x H.50 x D.17 cm
L.50 x H.50 x D.24 cm
€ 179.00 - € 99.00 - € 79.00
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ON THE LEFT

Oris Low table - 807839
Italian ceramic with solid oak base 
D.98 x H.38 cm 
€ 500.00

Twiggy Coat rack - 960856
Design by Naoko Kanehira
Solid oak
H.170 x D.45 cm
€ 180.00

Juline Basket - 807167
Cotton 
D.43 x H.45 cm
€ 58.00

Radus Wardrobe - 977160 Design by Simon Pengelly Lacquered solid oak, fibreboard and oak veneer particleboard L.123 x  
H.200 x D. 58.5 cm € 1200.00

The handles are carved directly into 
this wardrobe made of solid wood.



Ushuaia Headboard - 802459
Fabric
L.160 x W.10 x H.120 cm
€ 1200.00
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ON THE LEFT

Icône Tufted rug - 807863 
Habitat Design studio
Wool and cotton
L.240 x W.170 cm
€ 389.00

Nao Lamp - 807687 
Habitat Design studio 
Porcelain, bulb not included, 
E27 6W class 2 
D.23.5 x H.19 cm 
€ 49.90

Iza Vase - 807209 
Earthenware 
D.18 x H.15 cm
€ 22.90

Hana II 12 drawer chiffonier - 805820 Design by Bethan Gray Lacquered solid oak and oak veneer particleboard 
L.79 x W.50 x H.146 cm € 895.50  

A dovetail assembly for a highly visual 
rendering and an optimal resistance.
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Linen Duvet cover - 801949 Linen L.240 x W.220 cm € 160.00  .  Linen Pillowcase - 801955 Linen L.65 x W.65 cm € 27.00  .  Idylle Duvet cover - 807625 Habitat Design Studio 
Cotton L.240 x W.220 cm € 112.00  .  Ibali Duvet cover - 807971 Habitat Design Studio Cotton L.240 x W.220 cm € 65.00  .   Ibali Pillowcase - 807972 Habitat Design Studio Cotton 
L.65 x W.65 cm € 10.00  .  Skye Duvet cover - 807796 Cotton L.240 x W.220 cm € 85.00

Skye Pillowcase - 807799 Cotton L.65 x W.65 cm € 18.50  .  Plain linen Cushion - 807756 Linen L.60 x W.60 cm € 40.00  .  Linen Pillowcase - 807980 Linen L.65 x W.65 cm 
€ 27.00  .   Icône Hand tufted rug - 807863 Habitat Design Studio Wool and cotton L.240 x W.170 cm € 389.00  .  Pippa Chair - 912811 Solid oak L.46 x H.82 x D.41 cm € 139.00
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ON THE LEFT  Agnes Flat weave rug - 807778 Cotton L.180 x W.120 cm € 119.50  .  Icône Cushion - 807765 Habitat Design Studio Cotton L.60 
x W.40 cm € 18.90  .  Icône Cushion - 807764 Habitat Design Studio Cotton L.45 x W.45 cm € 18.90  .  Ibani Bedspread - 807657 Habitat Design 
Studio  Cotton L.250 x W.230 cm € 159.00  .  Skye Pillowcase - 807799 Cotton L.65 x W.65 cm € 18.50  .  Duomo Table lamp - 807727 Habitat 
Design Studio Marble and glass, bulb not included, E27 11W class 2 D.34.4 x H.33.9 cm € 138.90  .  Shiro Lampshade - 807685 Paper L.40 x 
W.40 x H.40 cm € 15.00.  Imani Throw - 807662 Polyacrilic L.170 x W. 130 cm € 39.00  .  ON THE RIGHT  Ibali Notebook - 807112 Habitat Design 
Studio Paper L.21 x W.15cm € 9.90  .  Iseo Latte cup - 808421 Porcelain L.15.6 x W.15.6 x H.7 cm € 7.50  .  Icône Duvet cover and pillow case 
set - 807968 Cotton L.240 x W.220; L.65 x W.65 cm € 69.90  .  Icône Cushion - 807765 Habitat Design Studio Cotton L.60 x W.40 cm € 18.90  .  
Funky Table lamp - 806970 Design by Thibault Pougeoise Metal and glass with silicone hat, bulb not included E14 9W, class 2 L.15.1 x W.15.1 x  
H.22.4 cm € 79.00

Adams Double bed 160 x 200 cm - 900307
Solid oak, solid pine and oak veneer, 
pine slat box spring 
W.172 x H.71 x L.218 cm 
€ 1350.00 
6 removable side drawers and wheels 
Mattress sold separately
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Children’s 
room

Milk Bunk bed - 810591
Oak veneer particleboard and lacquered fibreboard 
L.209,2 x W.96,5 x W.169 cm
Price on request

Milk Duvet cover and pillowcase set - 808424
Cotton 
L.200 x W.140 cm and L.65 x W.65 cm
€ 45.00

Milk Cushion - 808405
Cotton 
L.30 x W.50 cm
€ 29.00

Milk Cushion - 808404
Cotton 
L.45 x W.45 cm
€ 29.00

Milk Cushion - 808410
Cotton 
L.45 x W.45 cm
€ 45.00

Milk Flag garland - 808409
Cotton 
L.250 x W.21 cm
€ 14.90

Collaboration with

Milk magazine and Habitat are 
collaborating to tell a universal story 
based on two delightfully retro, 
comforting and inspiring themes for 
children: The rabbit and the little house. 
Milk and Habitat understand modern 
families and their preference for 
originality and exclusivity. Balancing 
children’s hopes and dreams with the 
aesthetic expectations of parents. 



Milk Dresser - 810619
Oak veneer particleboard and 
lacquered fibreboard
L.100 x W.96.5 x H.86.3 cm
Price on request

Milk Tent - 808447   
Cotton 
L.112 x W.80 x H.105 cm 
€ 149.90
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ON THE LEFT  Milk Shelving unit - 810626 Oak veneer particleboard and lacquered fibreboard L.108 x W.56 x H.130cm Price on request  .   
Milk Basket - 808632 Seagrass D.34 x H.44 cm € 54.90  .  Milk Basket - 808633 Seagrass D.26 x H.28 cm € 39.90  .  Milk Cushion - 808406 
Cotton L.30 x W.30 cm € 25.00  .  Milk Coat hanger Solid oak L.8.2 x W.17 x H.8.2 cm € 29.00  ON THE RIGHT  Milk Wall lamp - 809076 Plywood, 
bulb not included, E14 40W class 2 L.36.5 x W.6.5 x H.47 cm € 49.00
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ON  THE  RIGHT  Milk  Pull-out bed Oak veneer particleboard and lacquered fibreboard L.260.3 x W.95 x H.162 cm  .  Milk 
Bowling set - 808451 Beech particleboard L.16.9 x W.11.3 x H.19.2 cm € 36.00  .  Milk  Shelf Oak veneer particleboard  
L.23 x W.18.8 x H.29.7 cm Price on request  .  Milk Soft toy - 808446 Cotton L.30 x W.6 x H.39 cm € 24.90  .  Milk Bedspread - 
808408 Cotton L.140 x W.110cm € 79.00

Milk Nightstand - 810622 Oak veneer particleboard and lacquered fibreboard L.40,4 x W.35 x H.76,5 cm Price on request  .  
Milk Basket - 808632 Seagrass D.34 x H.44 cm € 54.90  .  Milk Basket - 808633 Seagrass D.26 x H.28 cm € 39.90  .  Milk 
Soft toy - 808445 Cotton L.30 x W.6 x H.39 cm € 24.90  .  Milk Tumbler - 808457 Bamboo and melamine 0.3 litre € 2.90
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Milk Bowling set - 808451 
Beech particleboard 
L.16.9 x W.11.3 x H.19.2 cm 
€ 36.00 

Milk Tray - 808458 
Bamboo and melamine 
L.34 x W.24 cm 
€ 6.90

Milk Plate - 808455 
Bamboo and melamine 
D.28 cm 
€ 7.90

Milk Soup plate - 808461 
Bamboo and melamine 
D.22 x H.4.4 cm 
€ 5.50

Milk Dessert plate - 808456 
Bamboo and melamine 
D.20 cm 
€ 4.90

ON THE RIGHT

Milk Kids fork and spoon - 808459 
Bamboo and melamine 
L.13.7 x W.2.3 cm 
€ 1.90

Milk Flat tufted rug - 808425 
Cotton and polyester 
L.180 x W.120 cm 
€ 79.00

Milk Cushion - 808404
Cotton 
L.45 x W.45 cm
€ 29.00
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Moving in 
a small appartment 

(24m²)

Get modular

To the get the best out of your small living space (while waiting to 
upsize), think modular and flexible! A console table can double up 
as a desk, a side table can become a bedside table, a sofa can turn 
into a bed, bookshelves on wheels can be used as room-dividers... 
To organise your living space, there is a wide range of really clever 
furniture out there that can be transformed in the blink of an eye.

Get moving

Highlight areas around windows to let your home ‘breathe’ and open 
up as much space as possible so you can move about freely. The first 
solution, if possible, is to install an open kitchen preferably with an 
island that can be used as a dining table and bar, creating a natural 
space for entertaining. Do away with the door between the hall and the 
living room and replace it with a sliding panel. This will not only save 
considerable space but will add a touch of Japanese style to your home.   

Lighting 

Poorly lit small spaces appear even smaller. Aim to use multiple 
sources of light in your apartment to create an illusion of space. 
On the walls nothing works better than white but you can create 
perspective and depth by playing around with colour to draw the eye 
to open spaces and vanishing points. Opt for multiple sources of light. 

Many of us are living in cramped conditions. But it 
doesn’t have to be at the expense of your interior 
decoration ambitions! 
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Balthasar 2 seat sofa - 909891
Fabric
L.155 x W.84 x H.82 cm
€ 999.00

Porto III 2 seat sofa bed - 804207
Fabric
W.178 x H.80.5 x D.95 cm - Bedding W.120 x L.194 cm
€ 1390.00

Bold Armchair - 912852 / 914304
Habitat Design Studio
Fabric / Velvet and ash feet
L.59 x W.53 x H.73 cm
€ 299.00
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Version 1,
day

Here we’ve chosen to make best use of 
the living space with a sofa-bed  and put 
it in front of another sofa with a more 
striking design to make a room divider. 
Placing it against a sideboard will allow 
you to store whatever you like and free 
up some space for use as a dining area.

If you’re having friends round, opt for 
floor cushions like pouffes and curved 
armchairs to give your living room an 
intimate and relaxed atmosphere. Equip 
yourself with nesting tables or several 
small tables of the same size and simply 
adapt them to the space available and 
the number of guests. To seat everybody 
comfortably for eating, you can’t beat low 
Japanese-style stools, which can also serve 
as bedside tables or extra console tables to 
put a vase or keep some books on.

To decorate, why not incorporate several 
rugs to separate different areas and liven 
up your sofa with contrasting cushions.
A floor lamp, a few table lamps, candles - 
that’s all there is to it! 

We give priority to living-dining 
room.
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Killim Rug - 807873
Wool and cotton
L.240 x W.170 cm
€ 299.00

Dogo Desk - 803439
Oak particleboard
L.60 x W.45 x H.76.7 cm
€ 550.00

Idylle Duvet cover - 807624
Habitat Design Studio 
Cotton
L.200 x W.200 cm
€ 95.00

Version 1,
night
Lightweight and no difficulty to move 
around, small tables easily make way 
for your bed at bedtime. When choosing 
a sofa-bed, two key criteria should be 
considered: firstly, how comfortable it 
is to sleep on, and secondly, how easy 
the mechanism is to open and close.  

Among the different levels of comfort 
on offer, it is therefore advisable to 
choose one suitable for everyday use, 
with a sufficiently thick mattress and 
a base that will ensure a good night’s 
sleep. Tidy up your desk to transform 
it into a bedside table ready for a good 
night’s sleep. 
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Dogo Desk - 803439 Oak particleboard L.60 x l.45 x H.76.7 cm € 550.00  .  Tato Stool - 973962 Solid oak W.35 x H.45 x D.35 cm € 59.00  .  
Pez Table lamp – 804946 Ceramic, bulb non included E27 13W class 2L.20 x W.14 x H.18 cm € 29.00

Dogo desk

The Dogo desk was conceived and designed by 
Habitat Design Studio. This clever piece of furniture 
is made up of 2 storage drawers and an extendable 
tray. By stretching the upper tray, the desk becomes 
a functional and aesthetic workspace. The Dogo 
desk is perfect for small spaces.
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Bocksey Storage unit - 965157 Design by James Patterson Particleboard W.45 x H.45 x P.46 cm € 169.00  .  Bocksey Storage unit - 965182 Design by James Patterson Lacquered 
particle board L.90 x H.45 x P.47 cm € 299.00  . Bocksey Storage unit - 907525 Design by James Patterson Particleboard W.45 x H.45 x P.46 cm € 249.00  .  Bocksey Base  - 
965098 Design by James Patterson Oak plated particleboard with clear matte varnish, epoxy lacquered steel legs L.90 x H.19 x D.45 cm € 149.00  .  Lenny Bluetooth speaker - 
803322 Moulded ABS Bluetooth 2.1 (A2DP) - 2 x 5 cm Speakers 2 x 10 W - 10cm Passive speaker 6-8 hours of battery life Weight: 2 kg L.16.5 cm x H.36.8 cm x D.17 cm € 298.00  . 

Bocksey modular storage furniture

Dome Cheese board and dome - 807813 Glass and oak D.26 x H.20 cm € 39.00  .  Encens Large vase - 912215 Wood H.34 x D.21 cm € 56.00  .  Idylle Mug - 807353 Habitat Design 
Studio Porcelain D.8 x H.12 cm € 8.50  .  Hulisse Vase - 805553 Stoneware and stone D.35 x L.16.5 cm € 45.00  .  Dogo Desk - 803439 Oak particleboard L.60 x W. 45 x H.76.7 cm 
€ 550.00  .  Killim Rug - 807873 Wool and cotton L.240 x W.170 cm € 299.00  .  Gaiac Vase - 803840 Wood L.15 x W. 15 x H.30.5 cm € 38.50
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ON THE LEFT  Cleo Bookcase - 964598 Particle board W.86 x H.174 x P.25 cm € 359.00  .  Gould Rug - 803781 Wool L.240 x W.170 
cm € 329.00  .  Anais Curtain - 907577 Fabric L.280 x W.140 cm € 75.00  .  Cypraea Jug - 802950 Habitat Design Studio Porcelain 
L.9.5 x W.9.5 x H.20 cm € 39.80  . Bistrot Wine glass - 909134 Tempered glass 0.25 liter € 5.10  . Tam tam Stool - 962955 Plastic  
D.31 x H.45 cm € 18.00  .  Garrett Table - 805466 Oak veneer particle board, laquered fibreboard and solid oak L.80 x W.80 x 
H.75 cm Extending table: L.150 x W.80 x. H.75 cm € 399.00

Garrett Low sideboard - 805467 Oak veneer particleboard, lacquered fibreboard and solid oak L.115 x W.43 x H.69 cm 
€ 349.00  .  Iloe Vase - 807152 Glass D.17 x H.30 cm € 59.80  .  Felix Candleholder - 906175 Tempered glass D.10 x H.27 cm 
€ 9.80  .  Cham Vase - 912214 Mango wood D.26 x H.18 cm € 56.00

Cleo bookcase
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For those who prefer a proper bed, 
we recommend creating a sleeping area, 
cleverly bounded by a book case. Focus 
on finding quality bed linen and a selection 
of scatter cushions to liven it all up. 

To make your bookcase look more stylish, 
cover the ends with retro wallpaper in 
muted colours. Introduce small bedside 
lamps, candlesticks and vases to make it 
feel more cosy. 

Arranging things this way offers new 
possibilities for your sofa, which is no 
longer serving as a bed. Emphasis now 
falls on the look and the design of the sofa. 
Some of the available space has been filled 
with little nesting tables in pastel colours. 
We’ve put our favourite decorative 
accessories on display on a console table 
placed against the wall and decorated 
the walls themselves to make the place 
warmer and cheerful. 

Version 2,
day & night
We give priority to the bedroom
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Garrett table with extensions

Garrett Table - 805466 Oak veneer particleboard, laquered fibreboard and solid oak L.80 x W.80 x H.75 cm Extending table: L.150 x W.80 x  
H.75 cm € 399.00  .  Aio Dinnerware Design by Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec Porcelain Starting from € 9.50  .  Tam tam Stool - 962955 Plastic 
D.31 x H.45 cm € 18.00  .  Pippa Chair - 912811 Oak L.46 x H.82 x D.41 cm € 139.00

In white lacquer and solid oak, the expandable 
Garrett table can accommodate 4 to 6 guests.  
This elegant and sleek line is a nod to 
Scandinavian design. 
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One shelf, many possibilities

If your space is small, think modularity 
and versatility.

The Cleo shelf has differently sized boxes and can be set 
up both vertically and horizontally. Here, the shelf works 
as a divider between the bedroom and the living-room. 
For greater effect, customize the shelf with graphic and 
modern wrapping paper or wallpaper samples: pick 
and choose what you like according to your mood! 

Design tips
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Behind every product lies the creative mind of the designer. 
Behind each creation also lies a phase of execution and production. 
Habitat designs furniture that are always loyal to the drawings of 
their designers and integrate the many challenges involved with their 
manufacturing. 

We constantly renew our techniques and always carefully study 
the choice of our materials to cultivate an innovative approach. With 
our design and expertise, we are seeking to achieve the same goal: 
to provide you with beautiful and practical quality products.

Behind every product is a design, and behind every 
design, a person.

Design
& know-how
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Biography

Born in 1979, Pierre Favresse studied artistic 
crafts at the Ecole Boulle and continued 
his studies in design at the Ecole Nationale 
Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs in Paris. 
In 2010, he was called upon to take over 
as the head of the Habitat Design Studio. 
Since then, Pierre Favresse has worked to 
reinstate one of the key factors responsible 
for the renown of the brand and its founder, 
Sir Terence Conran: “l’utile peut être beau, 
le beau accessible” (useful can be beautiful 
and beauty affordable). 

Inspiration

Ikenna is a model of balance and minimalist 
elegance. Made of natural oak, the window lays 
on a black lacquered base whose cross-shaped 
handles give it a sophisticated look. 

In Pierre’s opinion, design enriches our everyday lives 
through an approach that is highly contemporary 

with our surroundings. 

Ikenna, furniture designed
by Pierre Favresse

guest designer

*
**

***

* Oak
** Lacquer
*** Metal
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For Eugeni, his partnership with Habitat is an exciting adventure. 
The brand has influenced his relationship with design since 

he began his career as a designer. 

Biography

Born on 17 April 1972, Eugeni Quitllet 
is a Catalan designer and graduate of 
the Barcelona “La Llotja” art school. 
Kartell, Lexon, Christofle and Air France 
all call on the services of this self-proclaimed 
“Disoñador” – a contraction of the Spanish 
words for “designer” and “dreamer”. From 
objects to space, Eugeni Quitllet is one of  
the few designers capable of giving us a 
different perspective of our surroundings.

“At Habitat, you’re guaranteed 
to find a great selection 
of everyday products”.

Inspiration

The chair represents two stones that look like 
they’ve been shaped by the movement of the 
waves. A ring surrounds both stones and holds 
them together. The Stone chair is made of 
one piece of polypropylene and is durable, 
lightweight, easy to move, and perfectly suited 
to contemporary interiors.

Stone, chair designed
by Eugeni Quitllet

guest designer
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“My surroundings in San Francisco
inspired the Coast collection.
The different shades of blue 

in the water, and the sand make 
me think of natural colors 

and smooth shapes.”

Biography

Tina Frey Designs was founded in 2007 
by Tina Frey in San Francisco, California. 
Originally, the aim of the company was  
to combine the numerous different creative 
interests of the founder and to create  
a collection of functional and simple 
resin accessories. Her assignments and 
her passion for adventure have led her 
to make many journeys around the world, 
and she has drawn inspiration for her 
creations from these travels. 

Inspiration

The pieces are hand carved in clay before 
they’re cast in resin in a customized mold. 
Tina Frey loves the Japanese concept of 
“wabi sabi”, which advocates a return to 
simplicity and to peaceful sobriety, where 
one can recognize and feel the beauty of 
imperfect, fleeting and unpretentious things. 

Each piece is first designed and sculpted by hand using 
clay by Tina Frey. Once this has been done, Tina Frey creates 

a mould for each element by hand. 

Coast, dinnerware designed
by Tina Frey

guest designer
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“I wanted to recreate 
my connection to nature  

with my own hands”.

Biography

Born in the South of France in 1974, Noé 
Duchaufour-Lawrance has established himself 
as a multidisciplinary designer. He wanted 
to recreate his connection to nature with his 
own hands. Later on, producing emotion 
through the usefulness of shapes became an 
evident approach for a man who loves beauty 
as much as necessity, and harmony as much as 
responsibility. He often compares his approach 
to the “niwa” – the small garden found at the 
heart of traditional Japanese homes.

Inspiration

Solid wood legs together with the seat‘s sleek 
lines refer to the poetic image of a delicate leaf 
hanging from the sturdy branches of the tree 
carrying it. The My Mia chair is a design object 
that interacts with its environment: the base’s 
airy structure lets you look at it endlessly. 

Influenced by the legacy of art nouveau, Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance not only relies 
on the universality of nature to impose shapes that make sense, but also asserts that 

the idea of a total work of art is now fundamental to contemporary design. 

My Mia, chair designed 
by Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance

guest designer
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Inspiration

Themes inspired by fairytales and children’s 
imaginations, playful prints in the most 
on-trend colours, not to mention natural 
materials... Milk and Habitat understand 
modern families and their preference for 
originality and exclusivity. Balancing 
children’s hopes and dreams with 
the aesthetic expectations of parents. 

Biography

Behind Milk and Milk Decoration is a woman 
and a mother - well placed to be at the centre 
of this partnership. In 2003, Isis-Colombe 
Combreas launched Milk with the hope of 
introducing other families to wonderful new 
things. In September 2012, she founded the 
Milk Decoration collective. The aim of this 
group of young design lovers is to amaze, 
amuse and inspire contemporary society - 
like a veritable cabinet of curiosities. 

Milk collection imagined 
by Milk family

Milk magazine and Habitat are collaborating to tell a universal story 
based on two delightfully retro, comforting and inspiring 

themes for children, the house and the rabbit.

guest designer
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In 1964, the young designer and furniture restorer 
Terence Conran had an intuition that the world 
and our lifestyles were changing - and so began 
the story of Habitat. Founded by a designer, fifty 
years later the company remains faithful to his 
philosophy: utility should be beautiful and beauty 
should be affordable.
 
In order to combine these qualities while constantly 
innovating, Habitat regularly turns to guest designers. 
Designers who bring a breath of fresh air and 
innovation to our collections with their talent and 
the richness of the dialogue they establish with all 
our teams. 

“It is just as fruitful and fascinating to work with 
promising young designers from around the world 
as it is to work with well-established professionals 
who are sometimes legends of design. Younger 
designers bring an indispensable creative spontaneity 
and older designers contribute the necessary 
professionalism and rigour. From textile design 
to furniture ranges, not to mention exceptional 
decorative items, this season once again we are 
proud to produce designs by thirty designers, 
which coordinate perfectly with the collection 
designed by our studio.” Pierre Favresse

Sir Terence Conran, 
founded Habitat on 
Fulham Road in 1964

Habitat’s designers

John Almond Spectrum

Abdelkarim Antar IBN

Big-Game Smallwork

Manolo Blahnik Manolo

Erwan et Ronan Bouroullec Aio

Helena Christensen Helena

Terence Conran Parnasse

Guillaume Delvigne Losange, Elan

Alex Dreyer Photographic

Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance My Mia

Elling Ekornes & Trine Haddal Kilo

Pierre Favresse Ikenna

Tina Frey Coast

Bethan Gray Hana, Tanna, Kuda

Nick Green Ruskin

Matthew Hilton Gem

Mike Holland & Dimitri Warner Ply

David Irwin Jed

Naoko Kanehira Naoko, Twiggy

Claire Leina Ilo

Robert Mallet-Stevens Collection RMS

Thierry Marx Collection Thierry Marx

Claire Norcross Spindle, Aperture, Ribbon

James Patterson Bocksey, Daborn

Simon Pengelly Radus

Studio Inma bermúdez Chandelier

Pool Pool

Thibault Pougeoise W, Funky

Aaron Probyn Pendry, Marlowe, Poise

Gavin Proud Blyth

David Queensberry & Martin Hunt Chicken

Eugeni Quitllet Stone

Daniel Rawlings Hester

Margo Selby Bloomsburry

Tanya Streeter Tanya

Laura Wellington Hula

Terence Woodgate Influence

Julie Figueroa Zafiro Libertad

These designer also
make your habitat
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More than 1,300 participants submitted their creations following the call for  
projects launched by Habitat in partnership with MyMajorCompany. Thanks to 

the competition, Habitat is launching three young designers and has given 
them the chance to have their it-Design produced.

“At the Habitat Design Studio, 
we want to take new ways of life 

into account. This call for projects 
also presented an incredible 
opportunity for Habitat to 

encourage new talents and, above 
all, new visions, different visions.” 

Pierre Favresse,  
Head of the Habitat Design Studio

young designers

The IBN vases, designed
by Abdelkarim Antar

Inspired by the Arab ingenious irrigation 
system, IBN is a set of three separate and 
complementary vases. The thousand year 
old irrigation system - “Ibn” means “son of” 
in Arabic – allows us to reflect on the notion 
of inheritance. With their clean design, the 
vases are made of porcelain : the new material  
modernizes the traditional old method of 
transferring a trickle of water from one vessel 
to another in order to naturally irrigate the 
three components. The water flowing is like 
a vital bond that links memory to culture, 
parents to their offspring and society to its 
history. The muted and soothing sound 
of water wanders from one vase to another; 
like a musical poem acknowledging  
the passing of time.

The Funky lamp, designed
by Thibault Pougeoise

The Funky lamp is a fun and funny desk lamp. 
Why not have a fun lamp on your desk? This 
lamp comes with a base (base + light diffuser) 
and an hat made of silicone, which itself, comes 
in four shapes of different colors. With this 
accessory, you can create a collection of unique 
and original lamps.

The Libertad sofa, designed
by Julie Figueroa Zafiro

The Libertad sofa is designed to meet the 
different postures that you naturally adopt 
when seating on a sofa. The sofa looks like 
a flower: the back unfolds and takes the shape 
of your seat. By a set of variable volumes, 
it travels across the floor to take on a cross-
legged position and then extends over the seat 
so you can lie or sit down. “Libertad is a new 
type of sofa: it’s an invitation to be lazy and 
to take time to relax.”
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Located at the heart of the municipality of 
Leiria, Portugal, renowned throughout the 
country for its very light, fine white clay, the 
small village of Pedreiras has been home since 
1886 to numerous potters’ workshops. It is 
here that the Chicken brick collection is made, 
putting terracotta pieces through an ancestral 
five-step process.

First step: extraction of raw clay
In its pure state, clay is white in colour. But 
depending on the earth, it can naturally be 
grey, red or ochre. Once collected, the clay 
is kneaded then dried and cleaned.

Second stage: casting
The clay is pressed into casts which give 
it identical shape and size.

Third step: firing
The key moment in which the paste is 
transformed into pottery and retracts slightly 
under the effects of a temperature of  
900 degrees.

know-how made in Portugal
Chicken brick

Ceramics have been crafted since pre-historic times. This material is obtained 
by transforming clay (keramos in Greek, which means “potter’s earth”) through firing 

it at a temperature ranging from 600 to more than 1300 degrees.  
© Mélina Vernant

Chicken brick design by Queensbury Hunt
In store since 1973.

The material
The clay is extracted from the quarries of northern Portugal. 
Its color can vary from white to red ochre.

Cleaning
After being trimmed meticulously to remove excess material, 
the chicken brick is cleaned with a sponge.

Baking
The chicken brick is baked for 8 hours in an oven at 
high temperature. The ceramic material becomes 
waterproof when it is baked in the oven.

Drying
The chicken brick dries for 12 hours between each step. 

The mold
Made in plaster, the original mold also known as the master 
mold, is the final prototype. For the production phase, it is 
duplicated in multiple copies.

know-how
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What goes into olive wood: 
an artisanal expertise

Habitat has teamed up with a Tunisian 
manufacturer supported by UNIDO (United 
Nations Industrial Development Organisation) 
for its new utensils collection. They are made 
by craftsmen from Sidi Bouzid as part of 
a corporate citizenship initiative. 

Olive trees have been a fundamental part of 
Mediterranean culture for thousands of years. 
The woodwork of olive wood is an age-old, 
artisanal art passed down from generation 
to generation. 

Everything this legendary tree produces 
is used by man. The Sfax and Sidi Bouzid 
regions are the main areas of production. 
 
The olive wood used to make the utensils 
is derived from trees that are no longer 
productive and immediately replaced. Once 
uprooted, the tree is cut into logs and dried 
outdoors in the sun before being covered. 
The artisans then select the highest quality 
logs, and adapt their size to the product 
they wish to make. These are then cut into 
pieces to be worked. 

The wood is then sculpted, sanded, polished 
and soaked in an oil bath by artisans, both men 
and women, from Sidi Bouzid. The different 
utensils are finally left to dry, before being 
varnished with an oil coating. The finished 
product will then take off on a journey before 
settling in your kitchens.

George collection,
made by tunisian craftsmen

This is a love story of man 
and the olive tree in Tunisia.

Drying

Cutting

Polishing

Vanishing

Sanding

know-how
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The manufacturing process of our Daborn armchair combines 
high technology with craftsmanship. The key stages 

of manufacturing the armchair...

Choosing the wood to build the frame:
The structure of the chair is made of pine from 
Galicia or Sweden. To eliminate all moisture, 
the wood should dry for at least a month. The 
pieces of wood are then cut by machines, using 
digital technology to make them perfectly 
identical. In the end, we remove the wood 
graining to ensure the structure’s sturdiness. 
The structure is then mounted by craftsmen 
on-site.
 
Cutting the foam:
For high precision, the foam is cut using a 
digitally-controlled machine.
 
The seat:
NEA technology is used for the seat webbing. 
High-tech materials make the seat highly 
comfortable and provide an extremely durable 
support - more reliable than springs or elastic 
straps, which respectively can crack or sag 
overtime.
 
Cutting the fabric:
A highly accurate digital computerized cutting 
system, without any previous hand-drawn 
layout, can cut the fabric to the nearest tenth of 
a millimeter. This tool can also detect potential 
damage in the fabric before it is being cut. 
 
Sewing the fabric:
The sewing of the fabric is handmade by 
professionals treating each piece with the 
appropriate care. The finishing details are  
also all made by hand.

The Daborn Armchair, 
made in Spain

know-how

Technical drawings
Adapting drawings for the frame cutting.

Fabric sewing 
Finishing details are all made by hand.

Foam adjustment  
Craftsmen finzalise the laying of the foam.

Assembly of the frame
Carried out by our expert team of craftsmen.
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The French way of life’s always been part of the brand’s 
DNA. The brand was historically founded in London by 
Terence Conran, who’s always been inspired by the south 
of France: back then, the happy colors of the markets of 
Provence and French cuisine brought joy and generosity  
to a rather dull Great Britain. 

In recent years, Habitat has thus naturally launched 
the “Made in France” initiative by bringing back into 
the country the production of certain products such as 
the Ribbon lamp. When social design and collaborations 
with French companies were possible, Habitat relied on 
their expertise.

Our selection of everyday objects are practical, functionnal 
and made in France.

The Digoin stoneware dishes line, made by the Digoin 
factory located along the Canal du Centre in Burgundy. 
Since 1875, the factory makes stoneware pieces to prepare, 
bake and cook. Each piece is unique because they’re all 
shaped and glazed by hand. 

The Ribbon lamp in thermo-coated steel, made 
by the Poncin metal shop, located in Tarare near Lyon. 
The Ribbon lamp is made of a single folded sheet of steel 
shaped like a ribbon. This winter, the Ribbon Lamp is 
dressed in lace. The micro-perforated steel plays with 
darkness and light.

The Limoges porcelain Cypraea tableware line, 
made by the Jaques Pergay factory, located in Limoges. 
Each piece is hand-modeled using the factory’s proven 
expertise. The Limoges porcelain, a high-quality material, 
is both refined and transparent as highlighted by its 
quilted checkerboards.

The Carrare table linen line, made in collaboration 
with textile factory Le Jacquard Francais, and produced 
in their workshop located in the town of Gerardmer in 
the Vosges region. Since 1888, Le Jacquard Francais 
has been renowned for their ancestral expertise and the 
quality of their unique weaving. Each piece is reversible: 
marble-like light gray on one side and dark gray on 
the other.

The Mallet- Stevens chair in steel, made by 
the Romaire factory, located in the town of Arnas, in 
the Rhône-Alpes region. Designed in the 30s by famous 
architect Robert Mallet-Stevens, the chair embodies the 
Bauhaus style to perfection with its clean and functional 
design. It is now being reissued by Habitat.

The Ameli tableware line in tempered glass, 
made by the glass factory La Rochère, located in the 
Burgundy, Franche - Comté region. Founded in 1475, 
La Rochère is the oldest Art de France glass factory 
and is looking to carry on the tradition and expertise 
of their master glassmakers.

The Synthe comforters in synthetic material, 
made by the Dodo company located in the Moselle 
region. Ideal for people with allergies or asthma, these 
comforters are treated with an anti-dust mite oil base that 
is non-irritating, hypoallergenic and made of 100 % 
natural organic ingredients.

These products reflect Habitat’s effort to promote 
production in France and to export the French lifestyle 
and savoir-faire beyond their borders. The innovative 
techniques and quality of these collections aim to impose 
Habitat as a permanent leader of French expertise  
in design. 

Our selection of 
products designed and 

manufactured in France
The French know-how

know-how
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Our selection of wood is a guarantee 
of our products’ quality. All originating from Europe, 

Habitat uses oak, beech, ash and walnut.

Origin Europe. Northern hemisphere. 

Growth Very slow: 100 to 150 years 
Hardness Dense and hard wood 
Density 730 kg/m3

Uses Large oak planks have been 
popular since the Middle Age. They 
were used for refined marquetry, but 
also to build ships until the 19th century 
in Europe. Today, oak is still commonly 
used in carpentry, flooring, and wood 
veneer production.

Aesthetic properties Most popular 
wood in France - Heterogeneous with 
beautiful and varied textures - golden 
marbling. 

Durability Very durable. Resistant to 
insects and fungi thanks to its high tannin 
content. Shock and climate resistant. 
Ages well.

Color Straw yellow to light brown 

Quality 
Price Index: 100

Origin Europe - Dauphiné, Savoie, 
south west of the Massif Central. 
Walnut grows in isolated areas and in 
full light (Its leaves and roots contain a 
toxic substance called “juglone”). 

Growth Grows fast 
Hardness Soft 
Density 660kg/m3

Uses Walnut was introduced in Italy 
by the Romans. Today, walnut is 
renowned for rifle butts and used to 
make high-end furniture.  

Aesthetic properties Black-marble 
appearance, tight, sharp and mixed 
grain. Noble wood.

Durability The wood is naturally impact 
resistant, has a beautiful finish and does 
not break.

Color Light to dark brown.

Quality 
Price Index: 50

OAK

Origin Europe. Ash is found alongside 
waterstreams, on shaded slopes in the 
lowland forests or in valleys with rich 
undergrowth. 

Growth Grows fast 
Hardness Soft to tender
Density 680 kg/m3

Uses In the Middle Age, castles 
were surrounded by ash trees that 
were planted to supply spears and 
javelins. Now, it is used in carpentry 
and cabinetmaking (depending on the 
quality of the wood).

Aesthetic properties creamy white to 
pale brown. Can take on a blackish 
color. Has a straight grain and a coarse 
texture. 

Durability Unfit to outside jobs. High 
impact resistance.

Color White, pearly, slightly pink. It 
darkens once cut.

Quality  
Price Index: 50

ASH WALNUT

The different variety of woods
of Habitat furniture

Habitat only uses high quality noble wood such as
beech, ash, walnut and especially oak. All originating 
from Europe to guarantee our products’ quality.

100% of the wood we use comes from farmed forests.

We mainly work with wood veneer. The different 
wood-based panels help protect solid wood from 

temperamental climates. The veneer technique also 
provides the ability to create fine wood furniture that 
is sometimes impossible to get in large quantities. 
Wood becomes affordable and remains aesthetically 
pleasing while giving a dimensional stability to the 
product. We also limit the import of exotic woods: to 
teck wood.

MANGO TREE SHEESHAM
Indian palissander

THIS TYPE OF WOOD IS NOT USED 
BY HABITAT.

Origin Eastern India and Burma. Grows 
mainly in tropical countries.

Growth Fast
Hardness Rather tender 
Density 550kg/m3

Uses Sculpture, engraving. Also used in 
cabinetmaking for furniture veneer. 

Aesthetic properties fine grain. Lots of 
stains and knots.

Durability Moderately resistant, even 
perishable depending on the environment 
(insects and weather conditions).

Color Light brown. Close to walnut with 
yellow highlights.

Quality 
Price Index: 50

THIS TYPE OF WOOD IS NOT USED 
BY HABITAT.

Origin India. Not to be confused with 
rosewood.

Growth Fast
Hardness Very hard  
Density 870kg/m3

Uses Mainly used in medium quality 
furniture veneer (as opposed to 
rosewood).

Aesthetic properties Often has a lot 
of defects: stains, insect damage, a 
few small vessels clogged with resin 
deposits.

Durability Unsustainable unless the wood 
has been carefully dried to avoid cracks 
and deformations. If a piece of furniture is 
made in India, it can lose its shape or break 
once it arrives in France because of changes 
in humidity. Breaks easily. Low impact 
resistance

Color Purple veins on a brown 
background.
Palissander color.

Quality  
Price Index: 40

Origin Europe. Beech is plentiful in 
lowland areas, in the northern part of 
France, in Normandy in particular. 

Growth Slow
Hardness Intense and hard wood 
Density 680 kg/m3

Uses beech can be turned, dyed and 
polished. Provided it has been carefully 
dried, beech is now used in carpentry. 
Ideal for base furniture. 

Aesthetic properties This light wood is 
of homogenous appearance with a lot 
of small rings of equal diameter on its 
surface.  

Durability Little resistance against bad 
weather and fungi.  

Color Greyish white to reddish yellow. 
Once cut, it takes on a reddish color.  

Quality 
Price Index: 30

BEECH
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Our choice of textile for bed linen ranges. Habitat only uses natural 
and luxurious materials for their bed linen collection. High quality raw 

materials and elaborated weaving techniques make our creations 
not only beautiful but also comfortable and resilient.

Textiles

The quality of the fabric depends mainly on the number of 
warp and weft threads by the cm2. The higher the number, the 
tighter the weave and the most durable and soft the fabric is.

Percale refers to the closely woven cotton made of 
long and thin threads. Bedsheets are in percale when they 
reach 78 thread/cm2. Our percale bed linen is made from 
superior quality 180 thread count Egyptian cotton. Long staple 
Egyptian cotton makes for a finer yarn and a better quality 
fabric that gains flexibility and softness over time. The tight 
weave makes the fabric very resistant.

A naturally crumpled fabric for a chic and relaxing bedroom.

Made from the stalks of flax plant, linen is a natural 
and breathable fabric. Naturally airy, linen helps regulate your 
body temperature. It is refreshing to wear in the summer and 
very comfortable in the winter. It is also antibacterial and 
naturally hypoallergenic. If washed a few times, it’ll become 
softer and won’t go fluffy. Naturally crumpled, it doesn’t 
need to be ironed. Lastly, it is organically grown and entirely 
recyclable.

Soft and luxurious to the touch, the satin weave is subtle and 
barely visible.

Sateen cotton is 100% natural. It is made from high quality 
combed cotton fibers. Its ultra tight weave (between 120 and 
600 thread count) makes it a silky and refined fabric. There 
are two Sateen cotton lines at Habitat: Bright Sateen, a 120 
thread count Portuguese Sateen cotton and Sateen Deluxe, 
a 600 thread count Egyptian cotton.

The Jacquard is a loom and was developed in 1801, 
by Joseph Marie Jacquard, from Lyon. We relied on 
a historical expertise to create this collection of 
high-quality bed linen. 

Jacquard is a very specific weaving technique. It is 
the crossing of thousands of warp and wreft threads. What’s 
most particular about Jacquard fabric is the great precision of 
the drawing of its thread. This superior quality fabric is heavy 
and doesn’t crumple easily.

COTTON PERCALE LINENSATIN JACQUARD
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Fabric Leather

Chocolate Petrol blueEcru BrownMouse grey Black Ecru

Design by James Patterson made in Spain.
Pine structure covered in polyurethane foam (density 
30 kg/m³) and polyester fibers. Seat and backrest 
cushions filled with polyurethane foam (density 30 
kg/m³) and polyester fibers. Lumbar cushions: 100 % 
polyester fiber. Seat suspension made of elastic 
webbing. Legs made of black lacquered solid beech. 
Removable slipcover made of solid colour fabric (75% 
cotton, 25% polyester), Italian fabric patterned (87% 
cotton, 13% nylon) or non-removable corrected  and 
pigmented grain calfskin leather (Italy) (thickness 
from 1.1 to 1.3 mm). Seat height: 40 cm. Professional 
cleaning recommended. Each item is delivered 
assembled, except for the legs. Delivery, see details 
at the time of order.

Ella
3 seat sofa, 2 seat sofa

The range of Como sofas are exclusive to Habitat,
and manufactured in Spain. Metal structure, solid 
pine, chipboard, particleboard and fibreboard. 
Non-removable upholstery: 36% cotton, 32% acrylic, 
24% viscose and 8% polyester. Seat made from high 
resilience foam with a density of 30 kg/m3 and 23 kg/
m3 super soft foam. Composition of the seat back: 
200 g of fiber. Professional cleaning recommended. 
Each item is delivered assembled, except for the 
legs. Delivery, see details at the time of order.   

Como p.61, 62
3 seat sofa, 2 seat sofa

A range of sofas, armchairs and footstools with 
non-removable upholstery, made in Europe. In felt, 
velvet and Bali fabric. Blue and khaki felt: 70% wool, 
25% polyamide, 5% other fibres. Grey, dark grey and 
red felt: 50% wool and 50% acrylic. Velvet: 100% 
polyester. Bali fabric: 67% viscose, 16% cotton, 15% 
linen and 2% silk. Frame in beech and solid pine with 
particleboard covered in polyurethane foam (density 
21 kg/m³). Elastic webbing seat suspension. The 
density of the back foam is 33 kg/m3. Dark stained 
natural beech legs, height 13 cm. The density of 
the seat foam is 40 kg/m3. Professional cleaning 
recommended. Each element is delivered assembled, 
except for the feet. Delivery, see details at the time 
of order.

Land p.98-99, 102-103
3 seat sofa

Bali Fabric Velvet Felt

Light grey Midnight
blue

Midnight
blue

Mustard Light grey

Range of sofas made in Spain. Sofa upholstered in 
fabric 100% polyester. Pine structure. Backrest and 
seat housing: polyurethane foam (density: 25kg/m3 
for the backrest and 35kg/m3 for the seat). 
Legs made of natural colour oak: 17 cm. Seat 
suspension: elastic webbing. Professional cleaning 
recommended. Delivered assembled. Delivery, 
see details at the time of order.

Balthasar p.160-165, p.172-177
3 seat sofa, 2 seat sofa

Design by Julie Figueroa Zafiro
Fabric and beech legs

Libertad p.50-51, 53, 55
3 seat sofa

from € 1370.00 from € 1950.00 from € 1590.00 from € 1580.00 from € 1590.00

Reedition of a great classic from designer 
Andrew Davies. Made in Spain. Structure made from 
pine and fibreboard. Non-removable upholstery: 78% 
cotton, 15% polyester and 7% acrylic. NEA elastic 
webbing seat suspension measuring 58cm (length) by 8 
cm (width). Elastic webbing seat suspension measuring 
8cm (width). The seat and the structure of the sofa are 
filled with polyurethane beads with a density of 30 kg/m³ 
and with 120 g of polyester fiber. Professional cleaning 
recommended. Each item
is delivered assembled, except for the legs. Delivery,
see details at the time of order.

Lofa p.84, 85, 86-87
3 seat sofa

Fabric

BrownWhite Mottled
orange

Mottled
black

Brick
red

Light
grey

Dark grey Beige Grey Charcoal Khaki Red

Fabric

Light grey Gray green

Fabric

Red

from € 999.00

from € 1595.00 € 999.00

Fabric

RedBlue grey
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69 cm

89 cm
206 cm

43 cm

70 cm

77 cm

81 cm 213 cm

44 cm

59 cm

 
 

 

210 cm87 cm

81 cm

40 cm

215 cm

46 cm

55 cm

85 cm

90 cm

81 cm

81 cm

230 cm

46 cm

58 cm

196 cm

46 cm

84 cm

84 cm

58 cm

150 cm

47 cm

47 cm

191 cm

80 cm

80 cm

82 cm

82 cm

Price on request

[NEW] [NEW]



85 cm

94 cm 174 cm

45 cm

56 cm

78 cm

98 cm
179 cm

40 cm

62 cm

78 cm

162 cm

128 cm

87 cm

40 cm

87 cm

43 cm

54 cm

139 cm163 cm

43 cm

87 cm

54 cm

123 cm

43 cm

54 cm

103 cm

43 cm

87 cm

103 cm

54 cm

43 cm

220 cm

45 cm

60 cm

80 cm

99 cm

82 cm

101 cm 180 cm

42 cm

178 ou198 cm

46 cm

95 cm

80 cm

259 cm
156 cm

80 cm
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Sofa with non-removable fabric upholstery, made in 
Europe. Fabric cover: 77% polyester, 17% acrylic and 
6% cotton. Pine and particleboard frame covered in 
polyurethane foam (density 30 kg/m3). Professional 
cleaning recommended. Each item is delivered 
assembled, except for the legs. Delivery, see details
at the time of order.

Sesma
3 seat sofa

Metallic mechanical frame. Backrest frame in 
particleboard, reinforced with particleboard panels. The 
armrest frame is in particleboard reinforced with pine 
panels. Seat made from polyurethane foam (density 30 
kg/m3). Back made from polyurethane foam AIR SOFT 30 
kg/m3. 8 cm height black plastic legs. Made in Italy. Non-
removable fabric cover 100% polyester. Pull the handle 
to transform your sofa into a bed, very quickly. Seat and 
backrest cushions stay attached to the frame and are 
hidden under the structure when the bed is open.

Chloe II
Sofa bed

Carl
Sofa bed

Manufactured in Europe. For daily use. Structure 
in particleboard strengthened by solid beechwood. 
Seat suspension made of elastic webbing. Cover: 
100% polyester, non-removable. Mattress 13 cm 
high. Cushions are removable. Seat made of high 
resilience polyurethane foam (density 25 kg/m3). 
Backrest made of high resilience polyerethane foam 
(density 25 kg/m3). The mattress is in foam 30 kg/m3 
(195x140x11). Professional cleaning recommended. 
Delivered assembled.Delivery, see details at 
the time of order.

Range of sofas manufactured in Europe.
Non-removable cover. Fabric mottled 100% polyester. 
Solid pine structure (for support areas) and 
particleboard covered in polyurethane foam (density 
22 kg/m³). HR foam seat cushion (density 34 kg/
m³). HR foam backrest cushion (density 25 kg/m³). 
Seat suspension made with a Nozag steel spring. 
Aluminium metal legs of 12cm height. Professional 
cleaning recommended. Each item is delivered 
assembled except for the legs. Delivery see details at 
the time of order. 
3 seat sofa bedding: 137 x 197 cm
chaise longue bedding: 87 x 198 cm

Fifties II
3 seat sofa bed, chaise longue

Range of sofas, armchairs and sofa beds 
manufactured in Europe with non-removable fabric 
cover 100% polyester or corrected and pigmented 
grain calfskin leather (thickness 0.9 - 1.1 mm). 
Solid pine structure and particleboards lined with 
polyurethane foam (density 22 kg/m³). Seat and 
backrest cushions made of polyurethane foam 
(density 34 kg/m³ and 25 kg/m³). Seat suspension 
made of elastic webbing and nozag springs.  
Oak stained solid beech legs, clear acrylic varnish. 
Sofa-bed: “easy opening” without removing the 
seat cushions, tubular steel frame and mechanism, 
box-spring made with 9 eucalyptus slats and 
polyurethane foam mattress (density 30 kg/m³, 
thickness 13 cm). Daily use. The seat and backrest 
cushions are attached to the mechanism and can be 
folded under the bed. The divan-sofa offers a storage 
compartment. Professional cleaning recommended. 
Sofa delivered in parts, several parcels. Delivery, see 
details at the time of order.

Porto III p.160-165
2 seat sofa, 3 seat sofa, 2-3 sofa bed, 
sofa bed with reversible corner

Flexible modular system of sofa range with non-
removable upholstery, made in Spain. In Fasoli fabric, 
Lecce fabric, Eton Split Leather and Vintage leather. 
Fasoli fabric: 36% cotton, 32% acrylic, 24% viscose 
and 8% polyester. Lecce fabric: 36% cotton, 26% 
acrylic, 16% viscose, 10% polyamide, 7% wool and 5% 
linen. Eton Split Leather: protected grained leather 
with a thickness of 1.1mm. Vintage Leather: aniline 
and vintage natural leather with a thickness of 1.2 
mm. Structure made from chipboard, particleboard 
and pine covered in polyurethane foam (density 
30kg/m3) and Hypersoft (density 23kg/m3). Nozag 
suspension seat and elastic webbing suspension in 
back. The density of the back foam is 30kg/m3.
Dark stained birch legs, height 5 cm. Professional 
cleaning recommended. Each element is delivered 
assembled, except for the feet. For delivery, see 
details at the time of order.

Ponta p.46-47
Modular sofa

220 cm

45 cm

60 cm

80 cm

99 cm

85 cm

94 cm 174 cm

45 cm

56 cm

82 cm

101 cm 180 cm

42 cm

78 cm

98 cm
179 cm

40 cm

62 cm

Fabric

Leather

Brown

Black

Grey

Brown

Light grey Dark grey

Cream

78 cm

162 cm

128 cm

87 cm

40 cm

from € 890.00

from € 1290.00

Fabric

Beige Grey Black

Fabric

CharcoalGrey

Fabric

Dark greyRed GreyYellow

€ 1490.00 € 999.00

from € 560.00

Fabric Leather

White Cream Brown Black Cognac BlueBrown Red Grey Muscat Blue Orange

Fabric

Grey Charcoal Brown

€ 1199.00

Petrol blue

87 cm

43 cm

54 cm

139 cm163 cm

43 cm

87 cm

54 cm

123 cm

43 cm

54 cm

103 cm

43 cm

87 cm

103 cm

54 cm

43 cm

from € 790.00 from € 1150.00

178 ou198 cm

46 cm

95 cm

80 cm

259 cm
156 cm

80 cm

[NEW]



77 cm

59 cm

37 cm

238 cm
105 cm

86 cm

92 cm
230 cm

47 cm

53 cm

86 cm

146 cm
263 cm

196 cm

47 cm

92 cm

86 cm

62 cm

78 cm

174 cm

37 cm

105 cm

255 cm

37 cm

230 cm

78 cm

62 cm

37 cm

319 cm

78 cm

230 cm

62 cm

162 cm

87 cm

67
 c

m

88 cm 87 cm

162 cm

120 cm

79 cm

85 cm

45 cm

79 cm

85 cm 170 cm

45 cm

79 cm

145 cm 200 cm

45 cm

 

 

 

 

34 cm

80 cm

34 cm

135 cm

93 cm

34 cm

95 cm

80 cm

93 cm

80 cm

95 cm

95 cm

45 cm

200 cm
85 cm

79 cm
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A range of sofas in non-removable fabric upholstery, 
made in Europe. Fabric covering: 100% polyester.
Its frame is made of pine, particleboard and 
particleboard panels. Seat in high resilience foam 
with a density of 30 to 35 kg/m3, cushioning in a 
mix of foam and feathers (70% foam/30% duck 
feather). The seat suspension is made from zig zag 
springs. Backrest cushion is 33kg/m3 super soft 
foam with silicone ball fibers. 19 cm height ash 
feet. Professional cleaning recommended. Delivered 
assembled, except the feet. Delivery, see details at 
the time of order.

Mesola p.50-51, 53, 56-57
2 seat sofa, 3 seat sofa, 3 seat sofa whith chaise longue

Fabric

Dark greyFelted grey Black Beige

86 cm

92 cm
230 cm

47 cm

53 cm

86 cm

146 cm
263 cm

Range of sofas manufactured in Europe. Non-
removable covers and exist in different versions. 
Ancio fabric: 77% polyester, 17% acrylic, 6% de 
cotton. Eton leather: cowhide leather corrected. 
Vintage leather: full-grain cowhide leather. Pullman 
leather: full-grain cowhide leather aniline. Frame 
in pine wood, particleboard and particleboard. Seat 
cushions: filled with high resilience polyurethane 
foam (density from 30 to 35 kg/m3). Seat suspension 
with zigzag springs and criss-cross elastic webbing. 
Backrest cushions: 70% of foam, 30% of duck 
feathers. Legs in brushed steel. Height: 18 cm. 
Professional cleaning recommended. Each item is 
delivered assembled, except for the legs. Delivery, see 
details at the time of order.

Montino p.68-69
2 seat sofa, 3 seat sofa, 2 or 3 seat sofa,
footrest headrest

Leather

77 cm

59 cm

37 cm

238 cm
105 cm

Flexible modular system of sofas made in Spain,
with non-removable 100% polyester covering. Solid 
pine structure and particleboard frame. Back rests 
have internal metal frame covered in polyurethane 
foam (density 30 kg/m3). Polyurethane foam (density 
30 kg/m3) seat and back cushions with polyester fibre 
layer. Lumbar cushions: 100% polyester fiber-filled. 
Elastic webbing seat suspension. Dark stained 
beech feet, transparent acrylic coating. Professional 
cleaning recommended. Delivered assembled. 
Delivery, see details at the time of order. 

Reiko p.80-81
Modular sofa and footrest

Fabric

Anthracite Blue Light grey Yellow

Range of sofas manufactured in Italy with removable 
fabric woven, calfskin corrected and pigmented 
leather or removable fabric velvet. Exist in modular 
version.Fabric Italian woven: 67% viscose, 16% 
cotton, 15% linen, 2% silk. Calfskin leather: 
protected grained leather with a thickness of 1.1mm. 
Velvet: 86% coton, 14% modal. Solid fit structure 
(for support areas) and particleboards covered in 
polyurethane foam (density 30 kg/m³). Seat cushion: 
polyurethane foam filling (density 30 kg/m³) and 
upper layer made of 50% polyester fiber, 50% duck 
feathers. Backrest cushion: 50% polyester fiber, 50% 
duck feathers. Leather upholestry, backrest cushion 
is 100% polyester. Seat suspension made of elastic 
webbing. Natural solid beech or dark stained legs, 
polyurethane varnish with metal shoe. Professional 
cleaning recommended. Each item is delivered 
assembled, except for the legs. Delivery, see details 
at the time of order.

Chester p.88-89, 93
Compact sofa bed, 2 seat sofa, 3 seat sofa,
corner sofa

79 cm

85 cm 170 cm

45 cm

Wine Navy
blue

Mid-tan

Leather

Velvet

BrunBeige Light grey Dark grey Grey Red

Petrol blue

Eggplant

Brown

Brown

Cream

Mouse grey

Black Red

79 cm

145 cm 200 cm

45 cm

162 cm

87 cm

67
 c

m

88 cm 87 cm

162 cm

from € 490.00

from € 990.00

from € 2770.00 from € 1635.00 from € 2770.00

Vintage leather Eton split leather Pullman leather

from € 1400.00

from € 1015.00

from € 1300.00

from € 1700.00

 

 

 

 

34 cm

80 cm

34 cm

135 cm

93 cm

34 cm

95 cm

80 cm

93 cm

80 cm

95 cm

95 cm

BlackBeigeGrey

62 cm

78 cm

174 cm

37 cm

105 cm

255 cm

37 cm

230 cm

78 cm

62 cm

BlackSoft black Stone
brown

BrownCognac GreyEcru

196 cm

47 cm

92 cm

86 cm

37 cm

319 cm

78 cm

230 cm

62 cm

120 cm

79 cm

85 cm

45 cm

45 cm

200 cm
85 cm

79 cm

Italian woven

Ancio fabric

Black White Black 
& white



219 cm

75 cm

97 cm

41 cm

41 cm

252 cm
97 cm

75 cm

98 cm

46 cm

95 cm

80 cm

42 cm

180 cm97 cm

68 cm

180 cm

68 cm

97 cm

190 cm

42 cm

89 cm

67 cm

68 cm

235 cm
97 cm

42 cm

215 cm97 cm

42 cm

68 cm

67 cm

89 cm 236 cm

42 cm

67 cm

89 cm 210 cm

42 cm

68 cm

42 cm

74 cm

92 cm

187 cm

41 cm

254 cm171 cm

75 cm

97 cm

41 cm
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A range of sofas made in Europe. Non-removable 
fabric covers. Fabrics made in Italy Bellagio fabric: 
51% cotton, 28% viscose, 7% linen, 7% polyester, 
6% acrylic, 1% nylon, Lecce fabric : 36% cotton, 26% 
acrylic, 16% viscose, 10% nylon, 7% wool, 5% linen. 
Pine, particleboard and particleboard panel frame. 
Cushion are a mix of foam and feathers (70% foam 
pieces / 30% duck feather). Back cushion in 30 kg/m3 
polyurethane foam. Zig zag spring seat suspension. 
Elastic webbing back. 5 cm ash wood feet. Fabric 
with stain-resistant treatment. Professional cleaning 
recommended. Delivered assembled, except the legs. 
Delivery, see details at the time of order.

Posada p.50-51, 56-57, 58-59
2 seat sofa, 3 seat sofa, 4 seat sofa, 3 seat sofa
with chaise longue

Bellagio fabric

Lecce fabric

Leather

Organic
green

Night blackCognac

Beige Taupe Charcoal

Black grey Brown Black

171 cm

284 cm

75 cm

Range of sofas manufactured in Italy with non-
removable calfskin corrected and pigmented leather 
covers (thickness 1.1 - 1.3 mm) or removable fabric 
cushion covers (45% cotton, 25% viscose, 10% linen, 
10% acrylic, 10% mixed fibres). Steel frame with 
particleboards, multi-ply and fibreboards covered 
in polyurethane foam (density 40 kg/m³). Backrest 
and seat cushions filled with polyurethane foam 
(density 30 kg/m³) and upper layer of mixed feathers 
and fibers. Legs of epoxy lacquered steel. Seat 
suspension made of elastic webbing. Professional 
cleaning recommended. Each item is delivered 
assembled, except for the legs. Delivery, see details 
at the time of order.

Newman
2 seat sofa, 3 seat sofa, left or right arm,
2 or 3 seat sofa with chaise longue, chaise longue

68 cm

235 cm
97 cm

42 cm

42 cm

180 cm97 cm

68 cm

215 cm97 cm

42 cm

68 cm

Fabric Leather

Charcoal BeigeEcru White Petrol blue Brown Grey Black

Design by Alex Dreyer. Range of sofas manufactured 
in Spain with non-removable fabric cover (base: 65% 
viscose, 18% cotton, 15% linen, 2% silk; cushions: 
47% viscose, 35% chenille cotton, 10% linen, 7% 
cotton, 1% silk). Solid pine structure (for support 
areas) and particleboards covered in polyurethane 
foam (density 24 kg/m3 and 33 kg/m³). Seat cushion: 
polyurethane foam filling (density 30 kg/m³), upper 
layer 70% duck feathers, 30% polyester fibre. 
Backrest cushions: 70% duck and goose feathers, 
30% polyester fibers. Removable slipcovers for 
the cushions only. Seat suspension made of elastic 
webbing. Dark stained solid beech legs, clear 
acrylic varnish. Professional cleaning recommended. 
Delivered assembled. Delivery, see details at the 
time of order. 

Kasha
2 seat sofa, 3 seat sofa, divan

Fabric

BrownCharcoal Mouse grey

67 cm

89 cm 236 cm

42 cm

67 cm

89 cm 210 cm

42 cm

Dark grey BlackLight grey Grey Brown Brown Beige

Range of sofas, armchairs and sofa beds 
manufactured in Europe with non-removable fabric 
cover 100% polyester or corrected and pigmented 
grain calfskin leather (thickness 0.9 - 1.1 mm). 
Solid pine structure and particleboards lined with 
polyurethane foam (density 22 kg/m³). Seat and 
backrest cushions made of polyurethane foam 
(density 34 kg/m³ and 25 kg/m³). Seat suspension 
made of elastic webbing and nozag springs. Oak 
stained solid beech legs, clear acrylic varnish. 
Sofa-bed: “easy opening” without removing the 
seat cushions, tubular steel frame and mechanism, 
box-spring made with 9 eucalyptus slats and 
polyurethane foam mattress (density 30 kg/m³, 
thickness 13 cm). Daily use. The seat and backrest 
cushions are attached to the mechanism and can be 
folded under the bed. The divan-sofa offers a storage 
compartment. Professional cleaning recommended. 
Sofa delivered in parts, several parcels. Delivery see 
details at the time of order.

Porto III
Armchair

Fabric Leather

from € 2390.00

from € 1490.00

180 cm

68 cm

97 cm

from € 1700.00 from € 2480.00

219 cm

75 cm

97 cm

41 cm

187 cm

75 cm

97 cm

41 cm

41 cm

252 cm
97 cm

75 cm

€ 490.00 € 780.00

190 cm

42 cm

89 cm

67 cm

from € 1450.00

98 cm

46 cm

95 cm

80 cm

68 cm

42 cm

74 cm

92 cm



75 cm

71 cm
74 cm

90 cm

87 cm
100 cm

38 cm

103 cm

92 cm
72 cm

73 cm

59 cm
53 cm

92,5 cm

68 cm
74 cm

67 cm54 cm

43 cm

45 cm

70 cm
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Mallet - Stevens p.55, 145 
Armchair

Mallet Stevens armchair is a reedition made in 
France. Tubular metal structure. Made of modified 
and pigmented calfskin leather (1.1-1.3 mm thick) or 
fabric (75% cotton, 25% polyester). The density of the 
polyurethane foam in the back cushion is 18 kg/m3  
and the density of the polyurethane foam in the 
seat cushion is 32-35 kg/m3. Professional cleaning 
recommended. Delivery, see details at the time 
of order.

Habitat Design Studio. Armchair with non-removable 
cover, made in Spain. Fabric: 100% Cotton. Velvet: 
70% polyester and 30% cotton. Structure in solid pine 
wood covered in polyurethane foam (density 24 kg/
m3). Seat in polyurethane foam (density 30 kg/m3) and 
polyester fibers.Legs in walnut. Professional cleaning 
recommended. Delivered assembled, except for the 
feet. Delivery, see details at the time of order.

Bold p.80-81, 86-87, 160-165, 167-169, 172-157
Accent armchair

Design by James Patterson, pattern by Habitat 
Design Studio. Armchair made in Spain with non-
removable fabric. Leather: semi-aniline cowhide 
leather. Plain fabric or with patterns: 70% polyester 
and 30% cotton. Structure in solid pine wood 
covered in polyurethane foam (density 33 kg/m³) 
and polyester fibers. Lumbar cushion filled with 
100% polyester fibers. Beech legs with natural or 
dark stained, colours clear acrylic varnish finish. 
Professional cleaning recommended. Delivered 
assembled, except for the legs. Delivery, see 
details at the time of order.

Daborn p.14-15, 49
Armchair

Habitat Design Studio. The Jim 
sofa is made in Europe with non-removable fabric 
upholstery, made from 100% polyester. The frame 
is in solid matt light-coloured lacquered beech and 
particleboard, covered in polyurethane foam with a 
density of 23 kg/m3. Seat made from polyurethane 
foam with a density of 40 kg/m3. 30.5 cm high ash 
legs. Professional cleaning recommended. Delivered 
assembled. Delivery, see details at the time of order.

Jim p.118
Armchair

Design by Naoko Kanehira, solid pine structure 
covered in polyurethane foam (density 33 kg/m³) 
and polyester fibers. Lumbar cushions, filled with 
100% polyester. Removable backrest and armrests. 
Beech legs with oak or dark stained finish, clear 
acrylic varnish. Non-removable fabric cover (solid: 
75% cotton, 25% polyester. Patterns: 61% viscose, 
26% cotton, 13% polyamide). Seat height: 38 cm. 
Professional cleaning recommended. Each item is 
delivered assembled, except for the legs. Delivery, 
see details at the time of order.

Naoko
Armchair

Armchair made in Europe with non-removable 
fabric: 100% polyester. Frame in particleboard and 
beechwood. Seat and backrest in polyurethane foam 
(density 35 kg/m³) and cotton-wool padding (weight 
120 g/m2). Cushion in polyurethane foam (density  
22 kg/m3). Seat suspension made of elastic webbing. 
Legs in natural beech. Heigt: 19.6 cm at the front and 
17.7cm at the back. Seat height: 43cm. Professional 
cleaning recommended. Delivered assembled. 
Delivery, see details at the time of order. 

Volta
Armchair

Velvet

Blue Grey NavyCharcoal GreyYellow MustardRed

Fabric cotton

Grey IllowBeige

Beige

Blue Red

Fabric

Fabric

Fabric

Black Yellow

Fabric

Charcoal Orange Pink Blue pattern
and grey

Natural Blue Fuchsia

Fabric

Light grey YellowCharcoal Petrol blue Red

Leather

Leather

Black

Black

€ 780.00

from € 750.00

€ 559.00

73 cm

59 cm
53 cm

92,5 cm

68 cm
74 cm

75 cm

71 cm
74 cm

90 cm

87 cm
100 cm

38 cm

103 cm

92 cm
72 cm

67 cm54 cm

43 cm

45 cm

70 cm

€ 590.00

€ 490.00

€ 390.00€ 299.00 € 299.00

from € 590.00



80 cm
75 cm

82 cm

47 cm

56 cm

44 cm

92 cm92 cm

78 cm

58 cm139 cm

90,8 cm

40 cm

81 cm

84 cm
87 cm

74 cm

72 cm

73 cm

83 cm

45 cm

94 cm

94 cm

56 cm
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Leather

Chocolate

Beige Beige & Mid-tanBlackLight grey

Ecru

Grey

Mouse grey

Design by James Patterson made in Spain.
Pine structure covered in polyurethane foam (density 
30 kg/m³) and polyester fibers. Seat and backrest 
cushions filled with polyurethane foam (density 
30 kg/m³) and polyester fibers. Lumbar cushions: 
100 % polyester fiber. Seat suspension made of 
elastic webbing. Legs made of black lacquered solid 
beech. Removable slipcover made of solid colour 
fabric (75% cotton, 25% polyester), Italian fabric 
patterned (87% cotton, 13% nylon) or non-removable 
corrected  and pigmented grain calfskin leather 
(Italy) (thickness from 1.1 to 1.3 mm). Seat height: 
40 cm. Professional cleaning recommended. Each 
item is delivered assembled, except for the legs. 
Delivery, see details at the time of order.

A range of sofas, armchairs and footstools with 
non-removable upholstery, made in Europe. In felt, 
velvet and Bali fabric. Blue and khaki felt: 70% wool, 
25% polyamide, 5% other fibres. Grey, dark grey and 
red felt: 50% wool and 50% acrylic. Velvet: 100% 
polyester. Bali fabric: 67% viscose, 16% cotton, 15% 
linen and 2% silk. Frame in beech and solid pine with 
particleboard covered in polyurethane foam (density 
21 kg/m³). Elastic webbing seat suspension. The 
density of the back foam is 33 kg/m3. Dark stained 
natural beech legs, height 13 cm. Non-removable 
covers. The density of the seat foam is 40 kg/m3. 
Professional cleaning recommended. Each element 
is delivered assembled, except for the feet. Delivery, 
see details at the time of order.

Armchair made in Europe with upholstery (non-
removable cover) in leather and fabric or just
fabric. Leather (Italian leather) and fabric version:
Full-grain aniline leather and 36% cotton, 26% 
acrylic, 16% viscose, 10% nylon, 7% wool and 5% 
linen. For the fabric version: 77% polyester, 17% 
acrylic and 6% cotton. Birch wood frame. Seat in 
elastic webbing with 35 kg/m3 high resilience foam. 
22 kg/m³ backrest foam. Cushion is a mix of foam 
and feathers (70% foam pieces/30% duck feather). 
Oak legs measuring 26 cm at the front and 21 cm 
at the back. Professional cleaning recommended. 
Delivered assembled, except the feet. Delivery, 
see details at the time of order.

Habitat Design Studio. Non-removable upholstery 
is in 100% polyester fabric. The main frame is 
composed by 7 pieces of particleboard connected 
with 6 metal parts. The legs are in solid matt light- 
coloured lacquered beech. The seat is made of 
polyurethane foam with a density of 40 kg/m³. The 
backrest is made of polyurethane foam with a density 
of 23 kg/m³. The feet are in varnished beech and 
measure 39 cm high at the front and 45.5 cm at the 
back. Professional cleaning recommended. Delivered 
assembled. Delivery, see details at the time of order.

Designed by David Irwin. Accent armchair made in 
Italy, oiled solid oak with removable seat cushion 
made of polyurethane foam (density 40 kg/m³) and 
67% cotton, 29% acrylic, 4% nylon fabric. The seat 
cushion is attached with straps and buttons through 
the legs. Professional cleaning recommended. 
Delivered assembled. Delivery, see details at the 
time of order.

Ella
Armchair

Land p.98-99
Armchair

Dena p.68-69, 136-137
Armachair, footrest

Jacques p.75
Chaise longue

Jed p.60-61, 63
Armchair

Fabric

Fabric Leather (italian leather) & fabricFabric

58 cm139 cm

90,8 cm

40 cm

81 cm

84 cm
87 cm

Black

Fabric

56 cm

44 cm

92 cm92 cm

78 cm

Anthracite Light grey

Range of sofas made in Spain. Sofa upholstered in 
fabric (100% polyester). Pine structure. Backrest 
and seat housing: polyurethane foam (density: 
25kg/m3 for the backrest and 35kg/m3 for the seat). 
Legs made of natural colour oak: 17 cm. Seat 
suspension: elastic webbing. Professional cleaning 
recommended. Delivered assembled. Delivery, 
see details at the time of order.

Balthasar p.88-89
Armchair

Fabric

€ 970.00

€ 690.00

€ 391.50

€ 1290.00

€ 850.00 € 1290.00

€ 599.00

80 cm
75 cm

82 cm

47 cm

74 cm

72 cm

73 cm

Petrol blue Brown Black Ecru

Bali Fabric Velvet Felt

Light grey Midnight
blue

Midnight
blue

Mustard Light grey

from € 1590.00 from € 1580.00 from € 1590.00

Dark grey Beige Grey Charcoal Khaki Red

83 cm

45 cm

94 cm

94 cm

56 cm
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Ply II Chair - 802506
Design by Mike Holland 
& Dimitri Warner
Oak veneer particleboard and solid oak.
W.45 x H.81 x D.50 cm
€ 149.00

Pippa Chair - 912811
Oak veneer particleboard, and solid oak.
W.40 x H.82 x D.41 cm 
€ 139.00

Callahan Chair - 915362
Habitat Design Studio
Moulded particleboard and solid oak.
W.53 x H.50 x D.46 cm
€ 189.00

Ruskin Chair – 901547
Design by Nick Green
Oak veneer particleboard
and solid oak.
W.54 x H.82 x D.45 cm
€ 169.00

Ply III Chair - 810318
Design by Mike Holland 
& Dimitri Warner
Corrected leather and solid oak.
W.45 x H.81 x D.50 cm
€ 185.00

Paul Chair - 807034
Solid beech. 
L.43.3 x W.41.5 x H.78 cm 
€99.00 

Bistrot Chair - 807035
Solid beech.
L.43 x W.43 x H.80.5 cm 
€129.00

Eleonora Chair – 801472
Stained solid ash legs.  
Compressed board frame. 
100% polyester cover. 
L.45 x W.44 x H.85 cm 
€ 169.00

Black

Black

White

Yellow

Brown Red Anthracite Grey

Bet Chair - 807015
Design by Bethan Gray
Solid ash, seat and backrest 
cover made of polyester.
W.42 x H.84 x D.41 cm
€ 185.00

Hester Chair - 804539
Design by Daniel Rawlings
Oak veneer particleboard
and lacquered steel.
W.43.5 x H.78.5 x D.45 cm
€ 99.00

Tallow Chair - 981752
Injection-moulded plastic.
W.51 x H.83 x D.53 cm
€ 175.00

White WhiteWhiteSmoked grey Grey

Grey

Grey

Blue RedRedBlack Black

Black

Black

Lulu Folding chair - 971613
Epoxy lacquered steel and oak 
veneer particleboard.
W.45 x H.78.5 x D.47 cm
€ 75.00

Callum Chair – 913286
Particleboard and melamine and 
lacquered steel.
W.49 x H.83 x D.47 cm
€ 69.00

Macadam folding chair – 807002
Epoxy lacquered steel.
W.47 x H.79 x D.47 cm
€ 19.50

BeigeBeige Blue Corail White Brown

My Mia Chair – 808977
Design by Noé  Duchaufour - Lawrance
Solid ash and wool felt.
L.49 x W.45 x H.81 cm
€ 279.00

Stone Chair - 809070
Design by Eugeni Quitllet
Polypropylene.
L.49 x W.57 x H.84 cm
€ 169.00

Mallet - Stevens Chair with 
armrests - 804118
Tube and sheet steel.
L.56 x H.86 x D.43 cm
€ 199.00

Mallet - Stevens Chair - 804117
Tube and sheet steel.
L.44 x H.86 x D.40 cm
€ 159.00

Joe Tall stool - 957123
Solid oak, oak veneer particleboard 
and leather.
W.40 x H.87 x D.46 cm 
Seating H.81 cm
€ 269.00 
W.41 x H.72 x D.46 cm 
Seating H.66 cm - 959588
€ 249.00

Estar Chair - 916361
Leather, metal legs.
W.59.5 x H.89.5 x D.45 cm
€ 149.00

Apex Office chair - 908655
Epoxy lacquered steel.
W.58 x H.85 x D.92 cm
€ 259.00

Black BlackGrey Walmut

Cosmo Office chair - 967387
Steel, Nylon.
W.53 x H.82 x D.58 cm
€ 275.00

Gandhi Office chair – 803070
Habitat Design Studio
Adjustable height, mounted on 
castors, seat made from PU and 
foam and backrest made from black 
polyurethane lacquered oak particle-
board. Lacquered steel legs.
L.60 x W.59 x H.66 cm
€ 249.00

Valentina Chair - 807014
Lacquered solid oak, foam filled 
quilted polyester cover.
W.51 x H.82 x D.44 cm
€ 200.00

EcruWhiteBeige Grey Charcoal BrownRed

Walnut Oak

Fabric PU

[NEW] [NEW] [NEW]
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Radus Table - 951412
Design by Simon Pengelly
Oak veneer particleboard and lacquered solid oak.
L.200 x W.90 x H.74 cm
€ 1150.00
L.150 x W.90 x H.74 cm - 964920
€ 889.00

Fora Extending table – 801470
Particleboard top with oak veneer and solid oak rim.
L.160 x W.80 x H.75 cm
150 cm with the 2 extension leaves
35 cm for each extension leaf.
€ 729.00

Kilo Table – 962284
Design by Elling Ekornes & Trine Haddal
Epoxy lacquered steel table and oiled solid oak legs.
L.125 x W.70 x H.73 cm
€ 210.00
Also available as
L.80 x W.80 x H.73 cm
€ 150.00

Garrett Extending table – 805466
Oak veneer particleboard, lacquered fibreboard
and solid oak.
L.80 x W.80 x H.75 cm
Extending table: L.150 cm with 2 extension leaves.
35 cm for each extension leaf.
€ 399.00

Hana II Table – 805798
Natural oak-plated particleboard frame.
Solid oak drawers. Polyurethane varnish.
L.180 x W.90 x H.75 cm
€ 799.00

Massello Table  - 989990
Oiled solid oak and oak veneer particleboard.
L.200 x W.100 x H.76 cm
€ 1170.00

Tratto Table - 806969
Walnut veneer and steel.
L.200 x W.80 x H.74 cm 
€ 1080.00

Walnut

Sand

Oak

Inesse Table
Habitat Design Studio
Solid oak and italian ceramic.
L.300 x W.100 x H.75 cm - 808054
€ 2200.00
Also available as
L.240 x W.100 x H.75 cm - 808053
€ 2200.00

Mallet - Stevens Extending table - 800412
Solid oak and lacquered oak particleboard.
L.174 (+ 2 x 50) x W.113.5 x H.74 cm
€ 2500.00

Ega Extending table - 805914
Oak veneer, solid oak base.
L.190 x W.109 x H.74 cm
Extendible table L.390 cm unfolded
€ 1980.00

Losange Extending table - 801454
Design by Guillaume Delvigne
Top: oak veneer particleboard, surface, 
with solid oak field, legs and elements, under 
the table: solid oak.
L.180 x W.90 x H.73 cm
Extending table: L.230 cm
€ 899.00

Rio II Extending table - 807999
Tempered glass and epoxy lacquered steel.
L.120 x W.90 x H.75 cm
Extending table L.180 cm unfolded
€ 1050.00

Icon Table - 960340
Oak veneer solid pine, ceramic table top.
L.200 x W.100 x H.75 cm
€ 1390.00
Oak veneer solid pine, ceramic table top. 
L.150 x W.90 x H.75 cm - 900135
€ 1050.00

El Table – 915947
Habitat Design Studio
Legs in black lacquered steel and table top 
in beech particleboard with glossy walnut veneer.
L.100 x W.180 x H.75 cm
€ 799.00

Ruskin Extending dining table – 911730
Sturdy oak feet. Solid oak and oak veneer top.
L.126 x W.75 x H.75 cm
Extending table: L.201 cm
€ 700.00

Moder Extending table - 910365
Solid oak veneer particleboard.
H.75 x D.110 cm, extending table L.155 cm unfolded 
€ 769.00

Croyde Dropleaf table - 917100
Solid oak and oak veneer particleboard.
L.150 x W.90 x H.76 cm
€ 399.00

Remo Extending table – 807036
Frosted tempered glass and epoxy lacquered steel.
L.160 x W.90 x H.76 cm
Extending table: L.210 cm
€ 899.00
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Akira Low table - 808071
Walnut, beech and tempered glass.
L.110 x W.55 x H.31 cm
€ 299.00

Feo Low table - 801453
Oak veneer particleboard.
L.115 x W.80 x H.29 cm
€ 499.00

Hana II Low table - 805801
Design by Bethan Gray
Lacquered solid oak and lacquered oak 
veneer particleboard.
L.120 x H.34.5 x D.72 cm
€ 559.00

Elia Low table with extension - 801126
Oak veneer particleboard.
L.94 x W.62 x H.34.50 cm
L.148 x W.62 x H.34.50 cm with extension
€ 359.00

Walnut Oak

Oris Low table - 807839
Italian ceramic with solid oak base.
D.98 x H.38 cm
€ 500.00

Ivoine Low table - 808427
Habitat Design Studio
Oak veneered particleboard with solid oak legs.
L.100 x W.60 x H.40 cm
€449.00

Max II Low table - 805832
Solid oak doors and oak veneered particleboard 
panel frame. Varnished finish, door closes with 
a “push-pull” system.
L.108.5 cm x W.80 x H.34 cm
€ 340

Etta Low table - 917458
Oak veneered particleboard table top, solid oak base 
and table top rim.
D.120 x H.35 cm
€ 550.00

Ginelle Low table - 803445
Steel table lacquered black and multifolds of plated 
beech, birch and lacquered transparent polyurethane.
L.100 x W.65 x H.33 cm
€ 299.00

Farringdon Desk - 911896
Lacquered fibreboard and solid oak.
L.122 x H.84 x D.43 cm
€ 299.00

Brent Desk on trestles - 910081
Oak veneer particleboard.
L.152 x W.59 x H.75 cm
€ 399.00

Dogo Extendible desk – 803439
Oak plated particleboards and solid oak.
L.60 x l.45 x H.76.7 cm
€ 550.00

Hansel Desk - 807825
Habitat Design Studio
Walnut veneer particleboard and 
lacquered fibreboard.
L.150 x W.60 x H.73 cm
€ 849.00

Henio Desk - 807011
Habitat Design Studio
Oak veneer particleboard with solid oak legs.
L.90 x W.59 x H.90 cm
€ 299.00

Beckett Desk - 907002
Oak, leather covered padded table top.
L.147 x H.76 x D.74 cm
€ 980.00

Greta Desk - 803440
Habitat Design Studio
Oak veneer particleboard, lacquered 
fibreboard and solid oak.
L.90 x H.73.5 x D.50 cm
€ 250.00

BrownGrey

St James Desk - 917102
Oak veneer particleboard table top, solid oak base.
L.116 x W.47 x D.83 cm
€ 499.00

Beckett Desk - 907010
Oak, leather covered padded table top.
L.103 x H.76 x D.74 cm
€ 780.00

Grey Brown
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Lagon Table top - 916193
Tempered glass.
L.120 x W.50 cm
€ 80.00

Lagon Table top - 916192
Tempered glass.
L.160 x W.80 cm
€ 200.00

Lagon Table top - 916191
Tempered glass.
L.180 x W.80 cm
€ 260.00
Also available as: L.200 x 90 - 916190
€ 300.00

Nic II Trestle - 910009
Epoxy lacquered steel.
L.45 x H.72 x D.45
€ 50.00

Nic II Trestle - 910012
Epoxy lacquered steel.
L.60 x H.72 x D.60 cm
€ 150.00

Kusa Trestle - 900084
Lacquered solid oak.
W.45 x H.72.5 x D.45 cm
€ 79.00

Nic Trestle - 910011
Epoxy lacquered steel
L.60 x H.72 x D.60 cm
€ 70.00

Eskyss Glass storage - 917959
Habitat Design Studio
Lacquered fibreboard and walnut veneer particle-
board, lacquered steel base and glass.
W.100 x H.185 x D.42 cm
€ 899.00

Filo bookcase - 808083
Shelving unit in walnut veneer particleboard
and matt polyurethane varnish with chrome-plated 
steel tube structure. 
L.80 x W.33 x H.160 cm 
€ 869.00 
Extension bookcase - 808086
In walnut veneer particleboard and matt polyurethane 
varnish with chrome-plated steel tube structure. 
L.80 x W.33 x H.160 cm 
€ 729.00 

Eskyss Sideboard - 917955
Habitat Design Studio
Lacquered fibreboard and walnut veneer particle-
board, lacquered steel base.
W.200 x H.64.5 x D.42 cm
€ 899.00

Illen Low sideboard - 807820 
Habitat Design Studio
Walnut veneer particleboard and lacquered 
fibreboard with steel base. 
L.160 x W.45 x H.69 cm 
€ 729.00 

Leaf High bookcase - 808089
Habitat Design Studio
Walnut veneer fibreboard.
D.30 x W.100 x H.197 cm
€ 799.00

Leaf Low bookcase - 808070
Habitat Design Studio
Walnut veneer fibreboard. 
L.160 x W.30 x H.71.2 cm 
€ 699.00 

Rina Low sideboard - 808044
Walnut veneer particleboard, Italian ceramic and 
lacquered steel base. Push-pull opening system.
L.150 x W.50 x H.62 cm
€ 799.00

El High sideboard – 801460
Particleboard with walnut veneer. Black lacquered metal 
legs. Push-pull opening system.
L.121.5 x H.126 x D.45 cm
€ 899.00

El Low sideboard – 801455
Particleboard with walnut veneer. Black lacquered metal 
legs. Push-pull opening system.
L.180 x W.45 x H.75 cm
€ 899.00 

Transparent

Black

Black

Black

White

White

Nic II Trestle - 910010
Epoxy lacquered steel 
L.45 x H.72 x D.45 cm 
€ 120.00
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Graf Low sideboard - 915141
Solid oak and oak veneer particleboard. 
L.182.5 x H.68.5 x D.47 cm 
€ 699.00
Available as an audio-video unit
L.100 x H.38 x D.50 cm - 915386
€ 499.00 

Ivy Tall bookcase - 808075
Habitat Design Studio
Oak veneer particleboard and lacquered fibreboard. 
L.85 x W.37 x H.188.4 cm 
€ 499.00

Ivy Low bookcase - 808079
Habitat Design Studio
Oak veneer particleboard and lacquered fibreboard. 
L.128.7 x W.37 x H.79.2 cm 
€ 349.00

Drio Sideboard - 916633
Oak veneer particleboard and solid oak.
L.160 x H.70 x D.55 cm
€ 849.00

Drio Sideboard - 916645
Oak veneer particleboard and solid oak.
L.106 x H.135 x D.55 cm
€ 849.00

Gimm 3 doors storage - 803451
White lacquered particleboard and solid oak.
L.111.3 x W.42 x H.126.5 cm
€ 649.00

Gimm Low sideboard - 803454
White lacquered particleboard and solid oak.
L.220 x W.42 x H.65.5 cm
€ 649.00

Gimm Audio-video unit small model - 803450
White lacquered particleboard and solid oak.
L.165 x W.42 x H.35 cm
€ 499.00

Gimm Audio-video unit large model - 803447
White lacquered particleboard and solid oak.
L.220 x W.42 x H.35 cm
€ 599.00

Ikenna Side board - 807047
Design by Pierre Favresse
fibreboard, oak veneer particleboard,
lacquered melamine particleboard,
steel base and handles. 
L.130 x W.42 x H.180 cm
€ 1499.90

Ikenna Sideboard - 807043
Design by Pierre Favresse
fibreboard, oak veneer particleboard, 
lacquered melamine particleboard, 
steel base and handles. 
L.187 x W.42 x H.64,4 cm
€ 799.00

Max II High sideboard – 805829
Solid oak doors and oak veneered particleboard 
panel frame. Particleboard rear panel.
Varnished finish.  
L.122 x W.45 x H.120 cm
€ 690.00

Max II Small audiovisual unit – 805833
Solid oak doors and oak veneered particleboard 
panel frame. Particleboard rear panel.
Varnished finish.
L.109 x W.45 x H.34 cm
€ 269.00

Max II Low sideboard – 805826
Solid oak doors and oak veneered particleboard 
panel frame. Particleboard rear panel.
Varnished finish.
L.180 x W.45 x H.63 cm
€ 690.00
Also available as: L.160 x l.45 x H.34 cm - 805834
€ 480.00

Camus Bookcase with ladder - 915212
Oak veneer particleboards and metal.
L.200 x H.238 x D.44 cm
€ 1690.00

Camus Bookcase extension - 915219
Oak veneer particleboards and metal
L.65.40 x H.238 x D.44 cm
€ 550.00

Genna Large bookcase + extension - 803460 + 803457
Oak veneer particleboard.
Bookcase
L.94.1 x W.45 x H.200 cm
€ 850.00
Bookcase extension
L.90.1 x W.45 x H.200 cm
€ 750.00

Natural Natural NaturalWhite White White White WhiteRed Red

Genna Bookcase + extension - 803462 + 803463
Oak veneer particleboard.
Bookcase
L.51.1 x W.45 x H.200 cm
€ 550.00
Bookcase extension 
L.47.1 x W.45 x H.200 cm
€ 450.00

Genna Audiovisual unit - 807012
Oak veneer particleboard
L.128.8 x W.45 x H.45.5 cm
€ 554.00

White Red

[NEW] [NEW]

[NEW]

[NEW]
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Kuda Bookcase – 966856
Oak plated particleboard bookcase with matte 
polyurethane varnish finish. Available in 3 heights
and 2 widths with adjustable centre shelves. 2 parcels.
W.88 x H.150 x D.35 cm
€ 200 

Influence - Modular shelving unit
Design by Terence Woodgate
Epoxy lacquered steel.
Shelving unit frame - 992048
Epoxy lacquered steel
W.3 x H.200 x D.32 cm
€ 85 each
Set of 2 shelves W.60 cm - 991728
Particleboard and melamine
W.60 x H.4 x D.30 cm
€ 99.00
Set of 2 shelves W.90 cm - 909202
Oak veneer particleboard
W.90 x H.4 x D.30 cm
€ 129.00

Influence - Modular shelving unit
Design by Terence Woodgate
Epoxy lacquered steel.
Compartment W.60 cm - 909201
Oak veneer particleboard
W.60 x H.46 x D.30 cm
€ 325.00
Compartment W.90 cm - 973179
Particleboard and melamine
W.90 x H.46 x D.30 cm
€ 375.00

Genna 4-door storage unit – 803467
Oak veneer particleboard and alveolar board in matt 
oak veneer finish. Push-pull opening system.
L.94.1 x W.45 x H.130 cm
€ 800.00

Genna Storage unit – 803464
Oak veneer particleboard and alveolar board in matt 
oak veneer finish. Push-pull opening system.
L.180 x W.45 x H.70 cm
€ 850.00

Bocksey Support bench for modular storage
Design by James Patterson
Walnut veneer particleboard, legs made
of epoxy lacquered metal.
Base L.135 cm - 965153
W.135 x H.19 x D.46.5 cm
€ 189.00

Bocksey Support bench for modular storage
Design by James Patterson
Walnut veneer particleboard, legs made
of epoxy lacquered metal.
Base L.135 cm - 965153
W.135 x H.19 x D.46.5 cm
€ 189.00

Bocksey Large box
Design by James Patterson
Walnut veneer particleboard.
Plain door - 965131
L.90 x H.45 x D.46.5 cm
€ 199.00
Slat door - 965150
L.90 x H.45 x D.46.5 cm
€ 299.00
Open - 965119
L.90 x H.45 x D.46.5 cm
€ 159.00

Bocksey Box with brass door
Design by James Patterson
Walnut veneer particleboard, bronze brass door
Small - 907525
L.45 x H.45 x D.46.5 cm
€ 249.00
Large - 907526
L.90 x H.45 x D.46.5 cm
€ 329.00

Walnut WalnutOak Oak

Brick Modular unit - 911981
L.50 x H.50 x D.35 cm
€ 99.00

Bocksey Small box
Design by James Patterson
Slat door - 965117 
Walnut veneer particleboard
L.45 x H.45 x D.46.5 cm
€ 239.00
Plain door - 965116
Walmut veneer particleboard
L.45 x H.45 x D.46.5 cm
€ 169.00
Open - 965115
Walnut veneer particleboard
L.45 x H.45 x D.46.5 cm 
€ 109.00

Brick Modular storage unit
Particleboard.

Natural White Grey

Oak veneer Particleboard

Walnut Oak Marple White Charcoal

Brick Modular unit - 911982
L.50 x H.50 x D.17 cm
€ 79.00

Brick Modular unit - 911980
L.50 x H.50 x D.24 cm
€ 179.00

Banon Cube with 4 compartments - 911625
Oak veneer particleboard.
W.75 x H.75 x D.35 cm
€ 159.00

Banon Set of 2 doors - 911627
Epoxy lacquered steel.
W.35 x H.35 x D.3 cm 
€ 55.00

Natural NaturalWhite White

Walnut Oak Marple White Charcoal
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Fleur Nightstand - 800608
Oak veneer fibreboard, solid oak feet, ceramic knobs.
L.46 x H.49 x D.35 cm
€ 250.00

Hana II Wardrobe - 805807
Design by Bethan Gray
Structure made of natural oak plated particleboard. 
Solid oak drawers assembled in a dovetail shape. 
Polyurethane varnish.
L.135 x H.200 x D.60 cm
€ 1495.00

Hana II 12 drawer chiffonier - 805820
Design by Bethan Gray
Structure made of natural oak plated particleboard. 
Solid oak drawers assembled in a dovetail shape. 
Polyurethane varnish.
L.79 x H.146 x D.50 cm
€ 895.50

Hana II Dresser - 805813
Design by Bethan Gray
Structure made of natural oak plated particleboard. 
Solid oak drawers assembled in a dovetail shape. 
Polyurethane varnish.
L.135 x H.76 x D.50 cm
€ 894.50

Hana II - Stand with storage
Design by Bethan Gray
Structure made of natural oak plated particleboard. 
Solid oak drawers assembled in a dovetail shape. 
Polyurethane varnish.
Column storage with mirror - 805803
W.65 x H.179 x D.39 cm 
€ 390.00
Set of 2 drawers for storage column - 805806
L.30 x H.27 x D.32.5 cm 
€ 95.00 

Hana II Dresser - 805817
Design by Bethan Gray
Structure made of natural oak plated particleboard. 
Solid oak drawers assembled in a dovetail shape. 
Polyurethane varnish.
L.135 x H.53 x D.38 cm
€ 580.00

Hana II Nightstand - 805824
Design by Bethan Gray
Structure made of natural oak plated particleboard. 
Solid oak drawers assembled in a dovetail shape. 
Polyurethane varnish.
W.45 x H.45 x D.45 cm
€ 169.00

Radus Wardrobe - 977160
Design by Simon Pengelly
Natural solid oak structure, back and door panels 
made of oak plate fibreboard.
Compartment separators and shelves made of oak 
plated particleboard. acrylic varnish.
L.123 x H.200 x P.58.5 cm
€ 1200.00

Fleur Mirrored 5 drawer dressing table – 916630
Oak veneer fibreboard, solid oak feet, ceramic knobs.
L.87 x W.48 x H.80 cm
€ 499.00

Max 3-drawer chest – 801123
Solid oak slats, oak-plated and oiled particleboard.
L.100 x W.48 x H.65.2 cm
€ 799.00

Max Wardrobe – 801116
Solid oak slats, oak-plated and oiled particleboard.
L.120 x W.63 x H.199.6 cm
€ 1499.00

Max 6-drawer tall chest – 801120
Solid oak slats, oak-plated and oiled particleboard.
L.50 x W.39.5 x H.122.8 cm
€ 799.00

Max Bedside unit – 801115
Solid oak slats, oak-plated and oiled particleboard.
L.50 x W.39.5 x H.40 cm
€ 299.00

Radus Dresser - 996080
Design by Simon Pengelly
Natural solid oak structure, back and door panels 
made of oak plate fibreboard.
Compartment separators and shelves made of oak 
plated particleboard. acrylic varnish.
L.90 x H.86 x D.49 cm
€ 870.00

Adams - Double bed
Solid oak, solid pine and oak veneer,
pine slat box spring.
Bedding 140 x 200 - 900299
W.152 x H.71 x D.218 cm
€ 1170.00
Bedding 160 x 200 - 900307
W.172 x H.71 x D.218 cm
€ 1350.00
Bedding 180 x 200 - 913476
W.192x H.71 x D.214 cm
€ 1480.00
6 removable side drawers and wheels
Mattress sold separately

Radus - Double bed
Lacquered solid oak, fibreboard and oak veneer
particleboard.
Bedding 140 x 200 - 982918
W.147 x H.84 x L.221 cm
€ 950.00
Bedding 160 x 200 - 982926
W.167 x H.84 x P.221 cm
€ 1050.00
Bedding 180 x 200 - 913470
W.187 x H.84 x P.221 cm
€ 1148.00
Mattress sold separately

Fleur Chiffonier - 800609
Oak veneer fibreboard, solid oak feet, ceramic knobs.
L.46 x H.125.5 x D.35 cm
€ 560.00

Fleur Dresser - 800610
Oak veneer fibreboard, solid oak feet, ceramic knobs.
L.90 x H.103.5 x D.35 cm
€ 599.00
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Fuku Lamp - 801857 
Habitat Design Studio
Paper and laquered fibreboard
Bulb not included, E27 60W.
H.48 x D.24 cm 
€ 69.00

Kura Lamp - 961215
Design by Naoko Kanehira
Paper.
Bulb not included, 
E14 40W = CFL 9W,
class 2.
H.28 x D.18 cm
€ 29.00

Tripod Lamp base - 978419
Habitat Design Studio
Solid ash.
Bulb not included, 
E27 60W = CFL 15W,
class 2.
H.40 x D.18 cm
€ 59.00

Meridian Lamp
Habitat Design Studio
Handmade glass.
Bulb not included, E27 60W,
class 2.
H.28.5 x D.30 cm - 913636
€ 49.00
H.38 x D.40 cm - 913638
€ 79.00

Silver

Clear

Gold

Nao Lamp - 807687
Habitat Design Studio
Porcelain.
Bulb not included E27,
6W, class 2. 
D.23.5 x H.19 cm 
€ 49.90

Teapot Lamp - 807690
Porcelain. 
Bulb not included E14,
6W max, class 2. 
L.26 x W.18 x H.19 cm 
€ 49.90 

Pineapple Lamp - 807689
Porcelain.
Bulb not included E14, 6W max, 
class 2. 
D.15 x H.25.7 cm 
€ 49.90 

Izmo Lamp - 807718
Metal and frosted glass.
Bulb included G9, 18W, class 2. 
D.10 x H.19 cm 
€ 39.90

Baja Lamp
Habitat Design Studio
Oak and frosted glass.
Bulb not included, E27 max 40W,
class 2, IP20.
H.32 x D.19cm - 911936
€ 79.00
H.19 x D.19 cm - 911935
€ 69.00

Marlowe Lamp - 803539
Design by Aaron Probyn
Brushed steel and mouth blown glass.
Bulb not included, E27 15W CFL, 
class 2, 220/240.
L.36 x W.36 x H.42.5 cm
€ 160.00

Honey Lamp - 803523
Habitat design studio
Lacquered steel and oak.
Bulb not included, E27 60W, 
class 2.
L.18 x W.13 x H.29 cm
€ 49.00

Funky Lamp - 806970 
Design by Thibault Pougeoise
Metal and glass with 4 silicone hats.
Bulb not included E14 9W, class 2.
L.15.1 x W.15.1 x H.22.4 cm
€ 79.00

Heavy Lamp - 803538
Marble and plastic.
Bulb included, LED, 5W, class 3.
H.27 x D.20 cm
€ 89.00

Pendry Lamp - 803543
Design by Aaron Probyn
Lacquered steel and solid oak.
Bulb not included, E27 15W CFL, 
class 2.
D.38 x H.30 cm
€ 108.00

Burton Lamp - 913639-913640
Habitat Design Studio
Oak and frosted glass/Lacquered 
oak and smoked glass.
Bulb not included, E27 40W,class 2.
H.39 x D.28 cm
€ 99.00

Portobello Lamp 
Frosted glass, Bulb not included.
E14 25W = CFL 7W, class 2.
H.24 x D.20 cm - 913643
€ 35.00
H.32 x D.22.5 cm - 913649
€ 45.00

Smoky Frosted

Hive Lamp - 803517
Habitat Design Studio
Lacquered steel and cement.
Bulb not included, E27 15W CFL,
class 2.
D.27 x H.47.5 cm
€ 89.00

Duomo Table lamp - 807727
Habitat Design Studio
Marble and frosted glass, bulb not 
included, E27, 11W, class 2. 
D.34.4 x H.33.9 cm 
€ 138.90 

Poise Desk lamp - 807732 
Design by Aaron Probyn 
Walnut tinted ash and iron, bulb 
included LED 5W, class 3.
L.60.5 x W.18 x H.35 cm 
€ 165.90

Pip Lamp base - 964698
Solid ash.
Bulb not included, 27 60W = CFL 
15W, E27, class 2.
H.30 x D.15 cm
€ 30.00

Tipp Lampshade - 966558
Silk.
H.19 x D.24 cm
€ 16.00

Armand II Lamp
Roto-moulded polyethylene
Bulb not included, E27 40W,
class 2.
H.60 x D.50 cm - 913220
€ 129.00
H.60 x D.40 cm - 913221
€ 149.00

Ribbon Lamp - 915552
Design by Claire Norcross
Powder-coated steel. 
Bulb not included E27, 9W, class 2. 
L.32 x W.26 x H.50 cm 
€ 150.00

Spindle Lamp base - 9087102
Design by Claire Norcross
Ultra-glossy lacquered fiberglass.
H.42 x D.29 cm
Bulb not included,
E27 100W = CFL 20W, class 2.
€ 89.00

White

Sindri Lamp base - 807712
Habitat Design Studio
Terrazzo, bulb not included E27, 
60W max, class 2. 
D.13.5 x H.32 cm 
€ 79.90

[NEW] [NEW] [NEW]
[NEW]

[NEW] [NEW]
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Pool Ceiling light - 804142
Design by Studio Pool
Copper and frosted glass.
Bulb not included, E1409 W CFL.
D.15,5 x H.33 cm
€ 89.00

Hive Ceiling light - 803518
Habitat Design Studio
Lacquered steel.
Bulb not included, E27 15W CFL,
class 1.
D.27 x H.30 cm
€ 68.00

Gaia Ceiling light – 807725
Habitat Design Studio
Metal.
Bulb not included E27, 25W, 
class 2.
D.48 x H.39.2 cm 
€ 139.90 

Ichigo Lampshade – 807739
PVC. 
D.45 x H.27 cm 
€ 99.90 

Pool Ceiling light – 804143
Design by Studio Pool
Copper and frosted glass
Bulbs not included E14, 9W
D.38 x H.150 cm
€ 349.00

Cage Ceiling light - 803522
Lacquered steel.
Bulb not included, E27 11W CFL,
class 1.
D.30 x H.27 cm
€ 85.00

Marlowe Ceiling light - 803540
Design by Aaron Probyn
Brushed copper steel and glass.
Bulb not included, E27 15W CFL,
class 2.
L.25.5 x W.25.5 x H.27.5 cm
Available in frosted glass
€ 85.00

Hula Ceiling light - 979914
Design by Laure Wellington
Acrylic.
Bulb not included, E27 60W = CFL 
15W, class 2, 220/240V.
H.40 x D.100 cm
€ 275.00

Kura Lampshade - 961244
Design by Naoko Kanehira
Paper.
D.40 x H.25 cm
€ 25.00

Aperture Lampshade
Design by Claire Norcross
Paper.
D.32 cm - 994233
€ 65.00
D.38 cm - 980350
€ 85.00
D.65 cm - 965405
€ 145.00

Chandelier Ceiling light - 807749 
Design by Inma Bermùdez 
Metal and acrylic, bulbs included, 
14 LED 14W, class 1. 
D.60 x H.45.4 cm 
€ 359.00

Ivana Ceiling light - 807748
Wood and smoked glass.  
Bulbs not included E27, 45W max, 
class 1. 
D.25 x H.170 cm 
€ 199.90

Black

Photographic II Ceiling light - 911974
design by Alex Dreyer
Epoxy lacquered aluminium
Bulb not included, E27 20W,
class 2.
D.54 x H.54 cm
€ 180.00

Aerial II Ceiling light - 911970
Lacquered metal.
Bulb not included, E27 60W, 
class 2.
D.35 x H.27 cm
€ 48.00

Industry II Ceiling light - 914363
Brushed aluminium and
reinforced glass.
Bulb not included, E27 60W,
class 2.
D.35 x H.39 cm
€ 99.00

Emmanuelle Ceiling light - 911972
Enamelled metal with white interior.
Bulb not included, E27 11W,
class 2.
D. 34 cm
€ 59.00

Red

Beige Noir

Black

Aldgate Ceiling light - 908599
Mat metal.
Bulb not included, E27 32W CFL, 
class 2.
D.41 x H.36 cm
€ 99.00

Photographic Desk lamp 
911976 + 911915
Design by Alex Dreyer
Epoxy lacquered aluminium, 
metal base.
Bulb not included, E27 
20W = CFL9W, class 2.
W.61 x H.43 x D.15 cm
€ 65.00

Smallwork Desk lamp - 801878
Design by Big Game
Aluminium.
LED, bulb included, 4W, class 3.
L.40 x W.34.5 x H.39.5 cm
€ 99.90

Ilios Ceiling light - 807740
PVC, bulb not included,
E27 100W, class 1.
D.60 x H.29 cm
€ 150.90

Ilios Ceiling light - 807741
PVC, bulb not included,
E27 100W, class 1.
D.60 x H.29 cm
€ 128.90

Sindri Ceiling light - 807714
Habitat Design Studio
Terrazzo, bulb not included 
E27, 25W, class 2.
D.20 x H.25 cm 
€ 69.90

Tommy Desk lamp - 911968
Epoxy lacquered metal.
Bulb not included, 2 x E14 40W.
L.15 x W.12 x H.22 cm
€ 59.00

Flex Desk lamp – 803519
Epoxy lacquered steel.
Bulb not included  E14, 
CFL 9W, class 2.
L.25 x W.13 x H.48 cm
€ 55.00

[NEW] [NEW]

[NEW]

[NEW]

[NEW] [NEW]
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Atik Wall lamp – 807694 
Iron and cotton.
Bulb not included E14, 28W, 
class 2. 
L.19 x W.22.5 x H.29.5 cm 
€ 49.90 

Silver

Pez Lamp – 804945 
Habitat Design Studio
Ceramic.
Bulb not included E27 13W, class 2.
L.20 x W.14 x H.18 cm
€ 29.00

Pez Lamp – 804946 
Habitat Design Studio
Ceramic.
Bulb not included E27 13W, class 2.
L.20 x W.14 x H.18 cm
€ 29.00

Pez Lamp – 804947 
Habitat Design Studio
Ceramic.
Bulb not included E27 13W, class 2.
L.20 x W.14 x H.18 cm
€ 29.00

Ignace Lamp base - 807716
Glass.
Bulb not included, E27 13W, class 2.
D.22 x H.16 cm
€ 69.90

Ignace Lamp base – 807717
Glass.
Bulb not included, E27 13W, class 2.
D.15 x H.42 cm
€ 79.90

Alys Lamp – 904978
Chromed metal and tempered glass.
Bulb included, G4 20W CFL, class 2.
D.12 x H.39 cm
€ 49.00

Metropol Desk lamp – 910206
Anodized aluminium
Bulb included, GY6 20W, class 2.
W.7 x H.37 x D.4 cm
€ 69.00

Bud Lamp - 988098
Brushed stainless steel and 
porcelain.
Bulb not included, G9 25W, class 2.
W.14 x H.41 x D.22 cm
€ 55.00

Allette Lamp – 805843
Ash and cotton.
Bulb not included, E27 25W, class 2.
L.51 x H.55 cm
€ 99.00

Marball Lamp – 803536
Marble and frosted glass.
Bulb included G9, 18W, class 2.
D.10 x H.16.5 cm
€ 39.00

Marball Table lamp – 803535
Marble and frosted glass.
Bulb included G9, 18W, class 2.
D.10 x H.16.5 cm
€ 39.00

Yves Lamp base - 997056
Lacquered metal.
Bulb not included, E27 100W = CFL 
20W ,class 2.
H.50 x D.26 cm
€ 68.90

Irina Lampshade – 807733
Recycled paper and PVC
D.30 x H.40 cm 
€ 49.90

Sindri Floor lamp base - 807713
Habitat Design Studio
Terrazzo E27 60W max, class 2.
Bulb not included.
D.20 x H.125.7 cm
€ 179.90

Spindle Lamp base - 908714 - 908715
Design by Claire Norcross
Ultra-glossy lacquered fiberglass
Bulb not included, E27 100W = CFL 
20W, class 2.
H.131 x D.40 cm 
€ 230.00
Drum Silk Lampshade - 800178
Silk.
H.32 x D.53 cm
€ 79.00

Yves Floor lamp base - 961239
Lacquered metal.
Bulb not included,E27 100W = CFL 
20W, class 2.
L.48 x H.129 x D.42 cm
€ 129.90

Trepied Floor lamp base - 915932
Solid beech legs.
Bulb not included,E27 100W = CFL 
20W, class 2.
H.130 x D.50 cm
€ 99.00

Lansbury II Floor lamp base - 802543
Solid ash. 
Bulb not included, E27 60W = CFL 15W,
class 2.
H.125 x D.50 cm
€ 108.00

Grande Lampshade - 800187
Cotton, inside colours copper 
tinted metal.
H.36 x D.49 cm
€ 97.00

Bobby Floor lamp - 807730
Silver epoxy thermo-lacquered steel 
with adjustable head and articulated 
base. Switch on the cable.
Bulb not included E14 40W = 9W 
CFL, class 2. 
D.22 x H.160 cm
€ 79.90

Photographic Floor lamp - 911957
Design by Alex Dreyer
Epoxy lacquered aluminium, 
metal base.
Bulb not included, E27 20W = CFL 
9W, class 2.
H.168 x D.54 cm
€ 199.00

Nyx Floor lamp - 978427
Epoxy lacquered metal, 1 switch 
per spotlight.
Bulb not included, 3 x E27 = CFL 
9W, class 2.
H.170 x D.25 cm
€ 169.00

Pole Floor lamp base - 803534
Solid oak.
Bulb not included, E27 100W = CFL 
20W, class 2.
H.134 x D.39.5 cm
€ 148.00

Grande Lampshade - 800187
Cotton, inside colours copper 
tinted metal.
H.36 x D.49 cm
€ 97.00

Arc Floor lamp - 803528
Habitat Design Studio
Marble base and lacquered steel.
Bulb not included, E27 60W,
class 2.
L.54 x W.200 x H.220 cm
€ 380.00
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Follow us !

Habitat presented you the spirit of the new 
collection through this catalogue. They are 
new additions all year long. We invite you 
to visit us in store, on our website and on 
our social networks. Here are the services 
that we offer to make your life easier...

Services

Free delivery, ask in store for details.

Payment options, 
ask in store for details.

We can built! Furniture assembly 
services, prices on request.

Giving design, gift vouchers for 
10, 25, 50, 100€ available in store.

The advice continues on 
habitat.eu, find information 
and all the collections online, 
7/7, 24/24, 365/365.

Become an habitant, Habitat has created 
a community for all those passionate about 
the brand! To become a Habitant, ask for your 
card in store. They are a lot of great advantages. 
It’s also the first card that you can pass on 
to the next generation.
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in France and DOM

Stores
Saint-Étienne [NOUVEAU]
Centre Commercial de l’Arche
Route départementale D108
42480 La Fouillasse

Strasbourg
30, rue du 22 novembre
67000 Strasbourg

Toulon
Centre commercial l’Avenue 33
300, avenue de l’université
83160 La Valette du Var

Toulouse - Centre
31, rue de Metz
31000 Toulouse

Val d’Europe Magasin d’opportunité
Centre Commercial Val d’Europe
1, cours de la Garonne
77700 Serris

Vélizy 2
Centre Commercial Vélizy 2
4, avenue de l’Europe
78140 Vélizy-Villacoublay

Villefranche-sur-Saône
125, avenue Théodore Braun
69400 Villefranche-sur-Saône

Villiers-sur-Marne [NOUVEAU]
C.C Les Armoiries
19 bis, boulevard Jean Monnet
94360 Bry-sur-Marne

NOUVEAUX CONCEPTS 

Habitat Bedding - Paris
8, rue du Pont Neuf
75001 Paris
(au niveau -1 du magasin)

Habitat Bedding - Paris
35, avenue de Wagram
75017 Paris

NOS MAGASINS EN OUTRE-MER

Guyane 
Guadeloupe
La Réunion
Martinique
Saint-Martin

Nantes
12-18, allée d’Orléans
Cours des 50 Otages
44000 Nantes

Nice
Centre Commercial Nice Etoile
38, avenue Jean Médecin
06000 Nice

Paris - Bastille
42/44, rue du Faubourg Saint-Antoine
75012 Paris

Paris - Domus
Centre commercial Domus 
16, rue de Lisbonne
93110 Rosny Sous-Bois

Paris – Montparnasse
Centre commercial Maine Montparnasse
11, rue de l’Arrivée
75015 Paris

Paris - Passy Magasin éphémère 
Centre Commercial Passy Plaza
53, rue de Passy
75016 Paris

Paris - Pont Neuf
8, rue du Pont Neuf
75001 Paris

Paris – République
10, place de la République
75011 Paris

Paris – Wagram
35, avenue de Wagram
75017 Paris

Paris - La Défense
CNIT
2, place de la Défense
92800 Puteaux

Parly 2
Centre Commercial Parly 2
78158 Le Chesnay

Reims
Forum Commercial Champea
Parc commercial de Thillois 
1, rue des acacias
51370 Thillois

Rennes
Centre Commercial Colombia
Place du Colombier
35000 Rennes

Rouen
25, rue aux Juifs
76000 Rouen

Aéroville Magasin d’opportunité
Centre Commercial Aéroville 
30, rue des Buissons 
95718 Roissy Charles de Gaulle

Annemasse
Centre commercial Cap Bernard 
6, rue de Montréal 
74100 Ville-la-Grand

Antibes
Zone Commerciale les Terriers Nord
Chemin des Terriers Nord
06600 Antibes

Avignon - Vedène
Centre commercial BULD’AIR 
130, chemin du Pont Blanc
84270 Vedène

Bordeaux - Mérignac
Le village du meuble 
22, avenue Jean Perrin
33700 Mérignac

Bourges
Centre commercial Avaricum
18000 Bourges

Clermont-Ferrand
Centre Commercial Jaude
18, rue d’Allagnat
63000 Clermont-Ferrand

Corse [NOUVEAU]
Route Nationale 194
Zone Industrielle Baléone
20167 Sarrola

Grenoble
2, rue Hoche
38000 Grenoble

Lille
36-40, rue Esquermoise
59800 Lille

Lyon
51, rue de la République
69002 Lyon

Marseille
Les Voûtes de la major
Quai de la Tourette / Rue Marchetti 
13002 Marseille

Monaco
7, avenue Saint Charles
98000 Monaco

Montpellier
La Mantilla
800, avenue Raymond Dugrand
34000 Montpellier Disclaimer: the accuracy of the information contained in this catalogue has been checked before printing. Prices and products are subject to change after publication in the event 

of circumstances beyond the control of Habitat. Without the written permission of Habitat, total or partial reproduction of texts, photographs or pictures in any material form what 
so ever (including photocopying or storage in an electronic medium) is forbidden under the relevant intellectual property laws. Offered subject to product availability. May differ from 
photograph. Due to the limitations of printing and reproduction technologies, the colors shown may differ slightly from actual colors. Our prices are subject to change due to the 
application, under section R543-247 of the Environmental Code, of a contribution to the costs of the disposal of furniture waste. Prices in Euros and VAT in this catalogue are applicable 
only in Habitat branches located in France, Monaco, and Europe. Products sold to franchisees are subject to a different fee schedule. Prices are valid until 10 January 2017.
Habitat France, SAS with a capital of € 3,750,000 is a company registered in France under the RCS Paris registration number 389 389 545.
Habitat France 42 / 44 rue du Faubourg Saint Antoine 75012 Paris.
Legal representative: Hervé Giaoui. Printed by Riccobono in Lieusaint, in Sept ember 2016.
Author: Habitat France SAS
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MASTER PIECES
Thank you to artists and gallerys 
for their loans

Atelier Kaö - Olivier Jouannic 
instagram.com/atelierkao

∙ KAO bleu - pages 130-131, 132-133
Feutre sur canson, 30 x 24, 2016 

∙ KAO rouge & vert - pages 120-121 
∙ KAO noir & vert - pages 130-131, 132-133
Feutre sur canson, 21 x 29,7, 2016 
Paul Beausoleil
représenté par la Galerie Caroline Tresca 
galerie-caroline-tresca.fr

∙ Sans titre 2 - pages 104-105 
∙ Sans titre 3 - pages 104-105
∙ Sans titre 4 - pages 104-105
Feutre noir et encre de Chine, 75 x 105 cm

Bernadette éditions
bernadette-éditions.fr

∙ Le tour du monde en 80 monstres 
Arctique - page 118 
Mississipi - page 142 
Sérigraphies 3 couleurs, 50 x 70 cm, graphisme  
par Rue Germain

∙ Dénaturalismes - Ivo - page 142 
Sérigraphie 1 couleur, 50 x 70 cm, graphisme  
par Oleksandra Gerasymchuk

∙ Texturing Lines - Carrés  - pages 31, 68-69 
∙ Texturing Lines - Parallèlogrammes - pages 90-91 
Sérigraphie 1 couleur, 50 x 70 cm, graphisme  
par Arnaud Gauthier

Vincent Bizien
vincentbizien.tumblr.com

∙ Jo - page 41 
Encre de Chine sur papier 91x114 cm 2006

∙ La grille - pages 34-35
Encre et collage sur papier, 14x100 cm, 2015

∙ Pommade de Delft - pages 92, 93
Encre et gouache sur papier, 91x114 cm, 2014

∙ 1990 - pages 136-137
Gouache sur papier, 140x100 cm, 2015

Claire Castagnet 
clairecastagnet.com

∙ Dessin 2 - pages 120-121
Fusain sur papier, 50 x 65 cm, 2011

∙ Dessin 9 - pages 84, 120-121, 124-125
Fusain sur papier, 65 x 80 cm, 2011

∙ Loulou 1 - pages 58-59
Huile sur toile, 130 x 97 cm, 2008

∙ Pastels 4 - pages 36, 56-57, 76-77
Pastel sur papier, 55 x 38 cm, 2011

∙ Zoom 12, 13 et 27 - pages 106-107 
Huile sur toile, 40 x 40 cm, 2010

Capucine Cholat
représentée par la Galerie Caroline Tresca 
galerie-caroline-tresca.fr

∙ Sans titre - page 75
Dessin, crayon gris, feutre et collage, 120 x 84 cm

∙ Sans titre - pages 50-51, 58-59
Dessin, crayon gris, feutre et collage, 120 x 84 cm

∙ Alvéoles - pages 72-73
Crayon gris, feutre, collage et vernis 63 x 48 cm

Iris Gallarotti 
irisgallarotti.com

∙ Collapsus of, a dream, #6 - pages 8, 84
Tirage sur papier argentique Kodak RC brillant
40 x 60 cm, 2015-2016

∙ Vestiges, météorite #1 - pages 50-51
∙ Vestiges, météorite #2 - pages 58-59, 72-73
Tirages photo Fine Art - Pigmentaire HP, sur papier 
Fine Art Lisse Hahnemühle Museum Etching 350g, 
40 x 60cm, 2016

∙ Morpho #2 dyptique - pages 130-131
Feutre et encre sur papier dessin, 63 x 43 cm et 
63 x 53 cm, 2015-2016

∙ Unfolding #1 - pages 104-105, 106-107
Sérigraphie sur papier Cyclus 250g, 45 x 64 cm, 2016

∙ Vestiges, bending space #2 - pages 124-125, 132-133
Tirage photo Fine Art - Pigmentaire HP, sur papier 
Fine Art Lisse Hahnemühle Museum Etching 300g, 
50 x 70cm, 2016

PARTNERSHIPS
Thank you to following brands 

Cascade 
cascade-bain.com
Baignoire, vasque, robinetteries 
t. 01.44.68.10.60 - pages 120-121, 123

Smeg 
smeg.fr
Réfrigérateur, Fab 32RR1
Table de cuisson gaz, Elite PV1755, Linéa  
pages 14-15, 18, 20

Au fil des couleurs
aufildescouleurs.com 
∙ Rebel Walls pour AFDC, papier peint 
panoramique Bellewood
pages 102-103, 128-131, 134

∙ Coordonné pour AFDC, papier peint  
Romantic Flower - pages 8, 18, 20

NLXL
nlxl.com 
∙ Concrete Wallpaper by Piet Boon 
pages 36, 38-39, 50-51, 54, 56-59, 72-73, 75-77

∙ Black Marble Wallpaper by Piet Hein Eek 
pages 100-103, 120-121, 123, 132-133

∙ Plywood Wallpaper by Piet Hein Eek 
pages 148-152, 154-155

Tollens
tollens-editeurdecouleurs.com 
Nuancier Grand Totem

∙ Bleu Cosmique - pages 34-35, 88-95

∙ Carmin - pages 8, 21, 23, 50-51, 53, 55-59, 
72-73, 75-77

∙ Île d’Yeux - pages 10, 11

∙ Mussandam - pages 84, 104-109, 153

∙ Papier craft - pages 31, 68-69, 78, 96-97

∙ Pulpe de Goyave - pages 24-25, 104-105, 110-113

∙ Royaume - pages 4-5, 31, 66-69, 80-83

∙ Rose des sables - pages 29, 156

Alexandra Huard 
alexandrahuard.blogspot.fr

∙ Fleuve bleu - pages 4-5  
Gouache sur papier, 2016

∙ L’Appel de la forêt - Chapitre un - pages 4-5  
Image extraite de l’ouvrage paru chez Belin 
dans la collection Boussole « L’ Appel de la forêt » 
de Jack London. © Éditions Belin 2016.

Paul Lacour
instagram.com/paul.lacour

∙ Alaskan Pipes - pages 98-99, 132-133
Stylo bic sur Canson, 17 x 24, 2015

Francesca Mantovani
francescamantovani.virb.com

∙ Les Tommes - pages 14-15  
∙ La Cafetière Bleue - page 18
Tirage Fine Art, 40cm x 60 cm, Haute Savoie,
2013, série « Les Natures Vives » 

Jessica Martinato 
jessicamartinato.com

∙ JLG 1 - page 42
Gravure sur bois gaufrage sur papier Fabriano, 
26 x 19,5 cm, 2016

∙ JLG 2 - pages 43, 62

∙ JLG 3 - page 63
Gravure sur bois imprimée sur papier Fabriano,  
30 x 20 cm, 2016

∙ Voyage(s) 1 - page 63
Gravure à l’eau forte imprimée sur papier Fabriano, 
21 x 14,8 cm, 2016

∙ Voyage(s) 2 - page 62
Photogravure imprimée sur papier Fabriano, 
21 x 14,8 cm, 2016

Julien Oppenheim 
julienoppenheim.com

∙ Malawi, 2001 - pages 56-57
Tirage sur dibond, 120 x 97 cm, 2001

∙ Aix-en-Provence, 2005 - pages 50-51, 58-59
Tirage sur dibond, 94 x74 cm, 2005

Margaux Othats
cargocollective.com/margauxothats

∙ 15 août - pages 14-15, 17
Série de 6 images, 21 x 14,8 cm, 2015

∙ Falaises - pages 50-51, 58-59
Gouache, 21 x 29,7 cm, 2015

Florence Reymond 
représentée par la Galerie Odile Ouizeman 
galerieouizeman.com

∙ Série des Mascarades - pages 88-89
Technique mixte sur papier, 45 x 60 cm, 2016

Toutes les œuvres dans les photographies du cahier 
petit espace sont issues de la collection particulière 
de Stéphanie Daoud - pages 158-179

Credits
Aknowledgement & partnerships


